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Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
RECEf\'ED 
JAN 31 2017 # 
Boundary Co. Sheriff's Offki 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
At'l"D RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
At'l"D THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. _______________ _J 
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Case No. CV-09-1810 
WRIT OF EXECUTION AGAINST 
JV, L.L.C. 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
9448 
.,,.,.,__ 
/ ' I 
TO: THE SHERIFF OF BOUNDARY COUNTY, STATE OF IDA.HO 
WHEREAS, on December 6, 2016, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") recovered a Judgment 
Re: Rule 11 Sanctions ("Judgment") in the First Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in and for 
the County of Bonner. A true and correct copy ofthe Judgment is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 
WHEREAS, the Judgment orders and adjudges that Valiant has been awarded sanctions 
against JV, L.L.C. ("JV") in the total amount of $5,724.00. 
WHEREAS, Valiant is entitled to post-judgment interest accruing on the Judgment, 
as follows: 




I$ 30.26 [$.89 per diem] 
[5.625%] through O 1.09.17 I I 
I 
Amount received since entry $ 0.00 j 
of Judgment I 
Total Amount Owing From 
$ 5,754.26 JV on Judgment as of 
January 9, 2017 
NOW, THEREFORE, you, the Sheriff of Boundary CoWlty, are hereby required to satisfy 
said Judgment, plus post-judgment interest, fees and costs, as follows: ( 1) out of the personal 
property of JV; and (2) out of the personal property of N held by its members, managers, 
personal representatives, agents, tenants, trnstees or assignees, or the financial institutions of N. 
WRIT OF EXECUTION AGAINST JV. L.L.C. I Page 2 
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If sufficient personal property cannot be found, then you are to satisfy said Judgment out of any 
real property belonging to JV as of the day the Judgment was entered or docketed, or at any 
time thereafter, and make return of this Writ of Execution Against JV, L.L.C. ("Writ") within 
sixty (60) days after receipt of the Writ with what you have done endorsed thereon . 
. . 
ATTEST my hand and the seal of said Court this C\-W\ day of January 2017. 
MICHAEL W. ROSEDALE 
CLERK OF THE COURT - BONNER CQ 
By: 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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12/06/2016 TOE 10:11 FAX 2082651468 Kagietrate Court 
STATE Of IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
2016 DEC -6 AM 10: 03 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
DF.PI.ITY 
ljZJOOl/006 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUD[CIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHOt IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 











PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, ) 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability company, et al., ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) ________________ ) 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS AND 
THIRD PARTY ACTIONS PREVIOUSLY 
FILED HEREIN 






CASE NO. CV-2009-0001810 
JUDGMENT re: RULE 11 
SANCTIONS 
Judgment is entered in favor of Valiant Idalw, LLC, and against JV, LLC and Gary A. 
Finney, jointly and severally, in the amount of $5,724.00, plus post-:.iudgment interest at the legal 
rate of 5.625%, 
EXHIBIT 1 
.JUDGMENT re: RULE l t SANCTIONS - l 9451 
12/05/2016 TOE 10: 11 FAX 2082651468 Magistrate Court ~002/005 
DATED this~ day ofl)ecember, 2016. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
r hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered via facsimile 
transmission. this _{i_ of December, 2016, to: 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINNEY & PINNEY, PA 
120 East Lake Street, Suit~ 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
finneyiaw@finneylaw.net 
(.Altorneysfor For J. V., LLC) 
Susan P. Weeks 
Daniel M. Keyes 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
16,26 Lincoln Way 




(Attorneys for VP. Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts, LLC) 
Richard L. Stacey 
Jeff R. Sykes 
Chad M. Nicholson 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES 
& ST ACEY, PLLC. 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 20 l 





(Auorneyfor R.E. LLC; and Vabant ldaho, LLC) 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ST ATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability company, et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS AND 




) CASE NO. CV-2009-0001810 
) 
) 













On April 5, 2017, the Court heard oral arguments from counsel on "Valiant Idaho. LLC's 
Motion to Clarify Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Valiant Idaho, LLC's 
Motion to Enforce Judgment," filed March 20, 2017. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Court shall postpone issuing a decision on 
Valiant's Motion to Clarify until after the hearing on April 19, 2017. on VP, Incorporated's 
"Motion for Order Allowing Use and Access of Parcels 1 and 2 and Application for Stay of 
Enforcement of Order Granting Valiant Idaho, LLC' s Motion to Enforce Judgment,., filed March 
7, 2017. After the April 19, 2017, hearing, the Court shall issue decisions on both motions. 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL - l 9453 
I 
DATED this _1£:,:._ __ day of April, 2017. 
Barbara Buchanan 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certi,fy that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered via facsimile 
transmission, this _li_ day of April. 2017, to: 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY Fft\i'NEY & FINNEY, PA 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Facsimile: 208.263.821 l 
(Attorneys for JV. LLC) 
Susan P. Weeks 
Daniel M. Keyes 
JAMES, VER~ON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
(Attorneys for VP, Incorporared/North Idaho Resorts, LLC) 
Richard L. Stacey 
Jeff R. Sykes 
Chad M. Nicholson 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES 
& STACEY, PLLC. 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 20 l 
Boise, ID 83712 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
(Attorney for R.E. Loans, LLC; and Valiant Idaho, LLC) 
Deputy Clerk 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL - 2 9454 
Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
20 i 1 APR II AN II : o 7 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 






Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
VS. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPlVIENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
DECLAR.\TION OF 
WILLIAM HABERMAN L~ SUPPORT 
OF VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
lVIEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR 
ORDER ALLOWING USE AND ACCESS 
OFPARCELS1A~'D2,AND 
APPLICATION FOR STAY OF 
ENFORCElVIENT OF ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION 
TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
DECLAR4.TION OF WILLIAM HABERMAN IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE AND ACCESS OF PARCELS 1 AND 2, AND APPLICATION 
FOR STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT I Page 1 
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I, William Haberman, hereby state and declare: 
l. I am the Manager of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") and I make this declaration 
based on my mvn personal knowledge. 
2. As the managing member of Valiant, I am responsible for overseeing and 
supervising all further development of The Idaho Club, as defined by the master plan approved by 
the County of Bonner, State of Idaho and, as such, I am familiar with the water and sewer system 
infrastructure located on, under and appurtenant to The Idaho Club, and have knowledge and 
understanding as to how these systems operate and deliver sewer/water services to lots within 
The Idaho Club. I have personal knowledge of the permits Valiant has obtained and the 
applications for permits Valiant has filed with Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") 
and the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("IDEQ"). I am also familiar with the 
property Valiant owns in and around The Idaho Club, including the properties Valiant purchased 
at the Sheriff's Sale held on November 7, 2016 ("Sheriff's Sale"), the properties Valiant' s affiliate 
purchased from Glacier Bank, N.A. ("Glacier Bank") in January of 2017, and the properties and 
assets Valiant purchased from Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("POBD") in 
February of 2017. 
S.ANITARY SKWER REUSE SYSTE:.:Vf. 
3. On or about July 28, 2010, IDEQ issued Municipal Wastewater Reuse Permit 
No. LA-000123-02 ("Reuse Permit") to POBD as the original owner and developer of 
The Idaho Club. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Reuse Permit 
provided to me by IDEQ. 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HABEAAIAN IN St:PPORT OF 
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TO VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING 
USE AND ACCESS OF PARCELS 1 A,"1m 2, AND APPLICA TlON 
FOR STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF ORDER GRANTING 
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4. The Reuse System primarily consists of the lagoon and other physical 
improvements and infrastructure located on or under the real property referred to as Parcel 1, 
which was acquired by Valiant at the Sheriffs Sale. See Declaration of Richard L. Staccv in 
Support of Valiant Idaho. LLC's Motion to Enforce Judgment Under I.AR. l 3(b)(l) and 13(b)(13) 
("Stacey Dec.") filed on or about Febrnary 8, 2017, Exs. 4-5. 
; 
5. As set forth in the Reuse Permit, POBD is named as the "Permittee" and was 
authorized to construct, install and operate the wastewater reuse system ("Reuse System") for 
The Idaho Club. Ex. 1, pp. 1, 5. 
6. Although POBD 1s the Permittee under the terms of the Reuse Permit, 
POBD contracted with VP, Incorporated ("VP") to operate the Reuse System. 
7. Per the Reuse Permit, Water Systems Management, Inc. ("\VSM") was hired by VP 
to serve as its licensed onsite operator of the Reuse System and T-O Engineering Co. ("TOE") was 
hired by VP to serve as its facility consultant. Ex. 1, p. 5. 
8. On January 24, 2017, WSM, as the "operator" of the Reuse System, submitted to 
IDEQ the 2016 Annual Report ("Report") under the Reuse Permit. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 
is a true and correct copy of the Report. 
9. Per the Report, the Reuse Permit expired on July 28, 2015 while still under the 
operation of VP. Ex. 2, p. 1. The Reuse Permit was apparentiy administratively extended 
by IDEQ. Id. 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HABER.i.'1AN IN SUPPORT OF 
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l O. According to the Report, VP cannot properly operate the Reuse System because VP 
is not the owner of The Idaho Club golf course. The Report states, in pertinent part, that: 
"VP, Inc. does not, at this time, have authority to alter the 
"Idaho Club" golf course irrigation system ... Until such time 
as the new owners accept the terms and conditions such as 
provided for in the DEQ Compliance Agreement Schedule 
(CAS), dated September 12, 2013 - LAND APPLICATION OF 
REUSE WASTEWATER IS SHUT DO\VN ... Storage lagoons 
have limited capacity. If the new owners are not required by 
DEQ to abide by the same terms as PBD in the relatively 
near future, sewer service to existing service connections mav 
require termination . . . It has now become apparent that 
VP, Inc. has reached an impasse and is not in a position ... to 
comply with these latest inspection requirements. 
Ex. 2, p. 6 ( emphasis in original). 
11. VP further advised IDEQ that, under VP's operation, the " ... Idaho Club 
wastewater reuse system is not in a position to operate in substantial compliance with permit 
conditions during the permit cycle and is now shut down ... :· See Ex. 2, p. 8 ( emphasis 
in original). 
12. Thereafter, by letter dated February 15, 2017, IDEQ requested that POBD, 
as Permittee, transfer the Reuse Permit to Valiant. See Exhibit 3, pp. 1-2. 
13. On February 15, 2017, POBD provided Valiant "With its sworn and written consent 
of the transfer to Valiant of the Reuse Permit. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct 
copy of POBD's duly executed consent. 
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14. On February 24, 2017, engineers at Welch Comer & Associates, Inc. 
("Welch Comer''), on behalf of TIC Utilities, LLC ("TIC Utilities"), submitted to IDEQ a formal 
application for transfer of the Reuse Permit from POBD to TIC Utilities. TIC Utilities is a single 
member limited liability company wholly owned by Valiant. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true 
and correct copy of the application for transfer submitted on February 24, 2017 to IDEQ 
("Transfer Application"). 
15. The Transfer Application identifies E-3 Consulting, LLC ("E3 Consulting"), 
located in Plummer, Idaho, as its proposed responsible charge operator ("RCO"). E3 Consulting 
is licensed in water treatment, wastewater, collection systems and land application of wastewater. 
See Ex. 5, Attachment 4. 
16. Consistent with the regulations promulgated by IDEQ, E3 Consulting holds 
certifications for: (a) Wastewater Operator, Treatment Class III; (b) \Vastewater Operator, 
Treatment Class II; (c) Drinking Water Operator, Treatment Class I; and (d) Wastewater 
Operator, Treatment-Land Application. Id., p. 3. 
17. To the best of my knowledge and understanding, Valiant has satisfied all ofIDEQ's 
requirements for transfer of the Reuse Permit. 
18. In addition to the Transfer Application, TIC has also retained Welch Comer to 
submit an application to IDEQ for a new wastewater reuse permit. To that end, Welch Comer is 
currently preparing the required "Preliminary Technical Report'' and has met with IDEQ 
concerning various technical issues. 
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19. On March 6, 2017, this Court entered a Writ of Assistance directing the Sheriff of 
Bonner County to eject and remove VP from the 154 parcels purchased by Valiant at the 
Sheriff's Sale, including all infrastructure associated with the Reuse System and the municipal 
water system. 
20. On ~farch 15, 2017, Valiant instructed the Bonner County Sheriff to eject VP from 
all in!rastructure associated with the Reuse System and improvements constructed on, under or 
appurtenant to Valiant's parcels. Valiant specifically advised the Sheriff that it should not eject 
VP from any of the water system infrastructure unless or until it is instructed to do so at a later date. 
21. On March 17, 2017, the Bonner County Sheriff ejected VP from the sanitary sewer 
infrastructure and posted notice of the same on the entry door of the sanitary sewer facility. 
The Notice Regardin Terms ofEjectment ("Notice") advised VP of its ejectment and specifically 
reserved Valiant' s right to eject VP from the water system infrastructure at a later date to be 
determined by Valiant. A true and correct copy of the Kotice posted by the Bonner County 
Sheriff's Office is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. 
22. E3 Consulting has operated and monitored the Reuse System since VP was ejected 
on March 17, 2017. The Reuse System is not and will not be shut down while E3 Consulting is 
operating the sanitary sewer system on behalf of Valiant. 
23. I have notified IDEQ that VP has been ejected and that E3 Consulting is now 
operating the sanitary sewer system on Valiant's behalf. IDEQ has not notified me of any 
objection or concerns that it has with the current state of operations. 
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MUNICIPAL WATER SYSTEM 
24. The public water system for The Idaho Club is currently operated by VP pursuant 
to IDEQ Public Water System PWS #ID1090195 ("Water Permit"). The Water Permit is issued 
to "The Idaho Club," an assumed business name POBD registered with the Idaho 
Secretary of State. 
25. Valiant acquired much of the municipal water system infrastructure with the 
154 parcels of real property it purchased at the Sheriff's Sale ("Valiant's \Vater System 
Infrastructure"). Certain key components of Valiant' s Water System Infrastructure are affixed to 
Parcel 2 [see Stacey Dec., Exs. 4-5], including two water pumping stations and the primary 
storage reservoir. These components are necessary to provide water service to lots within 
The Idaho Club. 
26. In January of 2017, TIC Property Management, LLC ("TIC Property") purchased 
certain real property from Glacier Bank. TIC Property is a limited liability company wholly owned 
by Valiant. This real property includes certain key components of Valiant's Water 
System Infrastructure, including the lower storage reservoir. The lower storage reservoir is 
necessary to provide water service to The Idaho Club. 
27. In March of 2017, Valiant acquired POBD's remaining ownership interest in and 
to The Idaho Club and any and all ofValianfs Water System Infrastructure and the Reuse System 
infrastructure, water rights, easement rights and municipal water and sewer permits that Valiant 
did not acquire when it purchased the 154 parcels at the Sheriff's Sale. 
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28. On February 24, 2017, IDWR issued to Valiant a Permit to Appropriate Water 
No. 96-09646 ("Valiant Water Permit"). Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy 
of the Valiant Water Permit. 
29. The approved "point of diversion" is located within the property acquired by 
Valiant at the Sheriffs Sale, and the "service area" encompasses all of the The Idaho Club. 
See Ex. 7, p. 3 [Attachment to Permit to Appropriate Water]. 
30. On February 6, 2017, IDEQ granted conditional approval of Valiant's proposed 
location of two new wells to service The Idaho Club, consistent with Valiant's application for 
ID\VR's issuance of the Valiant \Yater Permit ("Conditional Approval"). A true and correct copy 
ofIDEQ's February 6, 2017 Conditional Approval is attached hereto as Exhibit 8. 
31. Per the Conditional Approval, final approval of the well locations shall be 
forthcoming as soon as IDEQ can complete its inspection of the natural surface of the well sites 
free from snow and verify that there are not any natural features that would prevent Valiant from 
utilizing these locations as well sites. 
32. The well locations should be finally approved prior to the April 19, 2017 
hearing date and the drilling of the wells should begin sometime between April 30, 2017 and 
May 31, 2017. Once the wells are drilled and the water tested, Valiant will undertake to design 
and build a pwnp/control facility and seek final approval from IDEQ to act as a municipal 
water provider. 
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33. Welch Comer is helping to facilitate the application process on behalf of Valiant. 
On February 8, 2017, Welch Comer submitted a Facility Plan Overview to IDEQ. A true and 
correct copy of the Facility Plan Overview ("Facility Plan") is attached hereto as Exhibit 9. · 
34. Upon completing its review, IDEQ will provide Valiant with a new Public Water 
System ("PWS") number. 
35. Water services are currently being provided to homeowners within The Idaho Club 
from wells owned by VP. The water is delivered to certain lots via infrastructure that is owned 
by Valiant. 
36. Figure 2, attached to the Facility Plan, shows Valiant's Water System Infrastructure and 
the water system infrastructure owned by VP. VP owns the current source wells, the water lines shown in 
yellow and orange, and a 12,000 gallon water reservoir. Id., Figure 2, p. l. Valiant owns the water lines 
shown in pink and blue, and a 45,000 gallon reservoir on the north side of Highway 200. Id. 
Valiant's Water System Infrastructure also includes all water system infrastructure located south of 
Highway 200, including three booster stations and a 225,000 gallon reservoir. Id., Figure 2, p. 2. 
3 7. Once V a1iant has drilled its own source well and obtained its PWS number, Valiant intends 
to provide water services to all lots served by Valiant's Water System Infrastructure. IfVP has constructed 
whatever infrastructure is necessary to isolate and service those lots served by its own infrastructure, it may 
do so. Should VP fail to constmct this infrastructure, Valiant is prepared to provide water services to all of 
the lots within The Idaho Club. 
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38. On March 30, 2017, VP sent a letter to all homeowners within The Idaho Club 
misrepresenting Valiant' s intentions and criticizing the decisions of this Court ("VP Letter"). 
The VP Letter, which was authored by Richard A. Villelli, the President of VP, states that this 
Court's orders will have "sever [sic J ramifications'' for the property owners at The Idaho Club. 
A true and correct copy of the VP Letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. 
39. In the VP Letter, Mr. Villelli calls this Court's orders "unjustified and dangerous,'" 
and suggests that The Idaho Club homeowners should contact me and/or this Court directly to 
discuss the misrepresentations recited in the VP Letter that ,vill allegedly flow out of this 
Court's orders. l'vfr. Villelli even supplies my personal email address and the Court's 
telephone number to facilitate such contact being made. The letter alleges, inter alia, that many 
of the homeowners may be without water services or adequate fire protection beginning 
immediately, and also urges residents not to "bring in water to flush toilets or drains as that might 
cause a backup of sewage into your homes.'' See Ex. 10. 
40. The VP Letter is clearly intended to create the false impression that Valiant is 
seeking to cut-off essential services required for the health and safoty of residents of 
The Idaho Club. I do not know why Mr. Villelli would assert that Valiant intends to shut-off 
services to these homeowners. I have never been contacted by Mr. Villelli or any 
other representative of VP to discuss when or how Valiant intends to eject VP from Valiant's 
Water System Infrastructure. I have never taken any steps to disconnect essential services to 
The Idaho Club. 
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41. Not surprisingly, the VP Letter has caused an uproar. Many of The Idaho Club 
homeowners have contacted me terrified that Valiant is going to shut-off water services and leave 
them without fire protection or operational sewer facilities. 
42. On April 5, 2017, TIC Utilities sent a letter to The Idaho Club homeowners 
attempting to allay their fears. At true and correct copy of the April 5, 2017 letter is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 11. 
43. Until Valiant has drilled its own source wells and constructed the additional 
infrastructure necessary to connect these wells to its existing Water System Infrastructure, 
Valiant has no intention of ejecting VP from the Water Svstem or otherwise prohibiting VP 
from utilizing Valiant' s Water System Infrastructure to provide water services to The Idaho Club 
homeowners. Valiant does not want The Idaho Club homeowners to suffer any interruption in 
their water and sewer services. Should any interruption in these services occur, it will be caused 
by VP turning off its source wells; said interruption will not be caused by Valiant or its affiliates. 
44. It is unnecessary to stay the enforcement of the Writ of Assistance because there is 
no imminent threat that Valiant will attempt enforce it until Valiant can provide water services to 
The Idaho Club on its own. However, VP should be prohibited from risking lives or property by 
disconnecting its source wells or otherwise discontinuing water services to The Idaho Club in 
the interim. 
//II 
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(' 
I DECLARE, under penalty of perjury. that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this 10tt1 day of April 2017. 
} 
WILLIAM HABER.v1A:\ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of April 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J. V, LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts 
With two copies via Federal Express to: 
Honorable Barbara A Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
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A. Permit Certificate 
MUNIClPAL 
\\- ASTE\\'' ATER REUSE PER\IIT 
LA-000123-02 
The ldaho Club 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development L LC, 151 Clubhouse Lane, 
Sandpoint. JD 8386~ at The Idaho Cluh LOCATED l\i Township 58 
'forth Ranee I West Section 36, B.\.L [S HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO 
CONSTRUCT. fNSTALL. AND OPERA TE A WASTE\.VATF.R REL'SE 
SYSTE\11 I"- ACCORDANCE WITH THE RLLES FOR THf. 
RECLAMATION AND REL;SE OF MU:'ilCIPAL A:'iD 17\/DUSTRIAL 
WASTEWATER (fOAPA 5S.0l.l7i, THE \.1/ASTEWATER RULES 
(IDAPA 58.01.161. THE GROl ND \\'ATER QUALITY RULE ([DAPA 
58.0 I. 11 ,, A>,!D ACCOMPANYl1\'G PERMIT, APPE\IDICES. AND 
REFERE'.'iCED DOCLMENTS. TllIS PERMIT IS EFFECTIVE FRO.'vt 
THE DATE OF SIGNATURE AND EXPIRES Ir\ FIVE YEARS FROM 
THE DATE OF SfGNA Tl;RE BELO\.\( 
Daniel C R~df ine 
Coeur d'Alene Regional Administrator 
Department of Env ironmentai Quality 
DEPAkTMENT OF E'.'IVlRO~:\-H~NTAL QLALlTY 
21 IO Ironwood Parkway 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 769-1422 
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Pilot Study Plan for Ciass B Wastewater Compliance (approved per C 0\-l 2J-O: .) 
Record Dra•.v1ngs for the Phase i Wa.,tcwater Collection and for the- Wasie¼atcr 
Tream1en1 Systems (approved pt'r C A-123-02.) 
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Engineering Co 
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R:c!IS<' Penn,r LA-001) l 2:\-02 and are enforceable ~s ~uch. This ocrm1t t!oe~ nnt rdicvt: Pend OrPi!lr 
11<,nner Devs:loprrent LLC hen::after n:tcrrcd to as the penrnttee. from respons1hihty for cumplian.:e with 
other appli~able federal, s!at<.'. or local la·1.-s. rule;, standards or ordinances 
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Ac-in 
8.\,l P Of B\fI-'~ 
COD 
tw [) ~~CJ or the 
lkpartrncnl 
Dir~ccor 
C Abbreviations, Definitions 
. Acre-in..:h. I he .,olurm: of water or ,vast.:watcr to cov~r I 
i ~ua! 10 27,J54 gallons. 
· ~est ,\l.1nagerT1em Practices 
·t Chcmica1 <hyg_.:•~J2':.rrll:':n~! .. 
I 
[daho Department nf Environmental Quality 
J:.:re ni'lami C\1 a ti,~pth of 
~ -
l Dir-:c,or of rhc t'daho lkpartrm:ni of ~'.nvi:·011mc11cal Qt,ality. or :he D1rc•:,or; De:,i,;nee. ,.~. 
j !~toEa) :~d.rrti!.1.i,;_tr~_l'.,1.f _ 
1 l.:vapocranspira11011 Lo~s ot wat::r fwm rile .mil and ·,,•gc,a:
1nn b} e,:iporntion ;,r,d b1 plant 
I ,1pt;1_k': ( rmnspw.uion_J ... 
t gq1~i,..nk111 Residential L~:! 
.l Growini;_ Season -- Tj'.plcal!} 
!'n>kally I ERL i,; giwu,ro !Jll_t:,<!~'£~,!!l~ unit or .:qua!. 
April O_ ! t~rough October J, ;Ji_:'.~ti} 
G\li I Ground W.it.:r 
t -- - - - - - --- -- - "" 
_ -..,F -------ilDAP.\5lU)lll_·:GmundW<!t:,r.Q_l!~ly~uh:·~- ____ .... 
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!WR 
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i 
! 
frngat1un Water Re4tHrt::men; Any con1binacion of \'-'JStt.'"\varer and 1upple:menlJi llTlgtHton 
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MG ; :'vlillion (}~~~[!$ ( t :VK, ·'~:§27 ac:re-,nches, 
\.IGA -~ \.lillionCjal]on~ AnnualiY(]'Cr WL\P R.:poning Year) ___ 
--~':Phcl~•!le_!~i1: !'urhidi1y_t'n1!_ __ . ..... . 
:s,;vos 
.; Son:_0rn_"'1t1l( Sea:-.on __ }'_vpicalli'. :-.;ovcr~er ,JI rhruugl~ ,'>f? .. r:.c:!•.l '. ( l 5 i_J:1.:,,,1 
:'fon--Volatile Diss.otvcd Solid;,; t - T,;tJl Dl~:..:)!'~·cd Solids k~s VD!alile Dissoi-vt:J StJti1..t~, 
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~ y eur ,,a:; ,',o,.,:,~rrbi:r O 1, I 99~. throygh '.,;kto~yr .moo, 
l S,ldium AbS<;JCJ:lllOI! Ra!iO . . - .. 
i S,1p£.'~n11.'nul fmJ:l.al1tin W;ll<:i ape~1.'.'d m tilt.' :cuse :n:atrnt:ni ~ilt:,_ .. - .. 
I Soi! Avaiiablc Water HolJing Capacity - th.:- wats:r 5torngt i.:apability ofa soi! ro J ckpl'.1 ~t 
l :vlw:he!,_1111 root~ will ulili,:e ( lzJ?~:a,lt 61) me~~ :1rrC>o1 lim1H1~ !ilyc;j 
_ ~()~!.!~~_1,1_1~r~11~ Un_i.t(~_:ri;al \ia,:!.bcr •!i=signa1ion is sc., . 
-~ iCfl\_ll: ·1 an!-.Elllu~c_T.1.t_(rril, tty collcc11~m :'[~ic:n~ . 
. R,:p~1c. f. ank l cflt.!.':flf P.re~sun: ~olk~~n il_SIC!_!l 
+ Sudac_.: Water .. ..... . . . . ---
: focal D1,solwd Solids or Total Filt•;rabk Residue 
Tota! DissnJvt:d fnorganic Sohd.-.. fhc sum1natio11 ,..-,(..:-hen1ical concerurarion result:-; in rng 
fln the f()!h_;;,....,,i~g ..:,Jn1.n1on ions: ~alciun1. rnagncsiurn. pot::1;;su.1n1, ::,.v<liurn. ,:hlnridt.\ '.-\u!rUce an..i ; 
0.6 t!inc; albiinrty (aikalinity npr1.,s-:J a, c·alc,um .::arbor;ate1. \ itnw:. Silica .1mi tfoor:dc: 
,.__2~5:111. h_':' lll_clude~L~!~er~cnl m ~l!!,ll_1fica111 quantilic:,, (ls: > 5 ."~!_i ~,~d: 1. . . i 
rota! .\!aximui;1 Dady Load !h,: ,um of the mdividua! '-J,le-inati ailocations iWLA ,; for 
porn! soun;cs, Load A!lccations i LA s) for non-point ~oiirce:;, J.lld rrntura/ buckground. ::iuch 
load :,;hall be cstablis.ht:d at a level nce:l!ssary to fn1pkn1ent ;:h,: Jpplicabk \Vdter quahty 
'ilandard;-; ·\vith j~asonai var!atio;1s and a n1argin of :,ak·ty that fakes into ai:count (\HY la.ck of 
kno,.vk·dge -.:oncen1ing the relalinnsh1p beiw~c:n ~t11uent lirnaarions anJ ,.,,akr quality. lD:\P:\ 
. 5 _fl,[)! J.i2 Waft>r!Jt'!!fi.!_\~ SU1!1l{f!!'d\ '!'',! IVi!'ifi:\~(!(t'f' frt'/111/l<!U{ fi~quin!lltell!s . . 
Typical Crop L'ptak,: is ddin.:d as the rnt:Jian c:onstttucnt ~rop uptake from rhc three ( J) most 
re,:ent y•~ar,; rhi: crop has bc<:'n grown. l'ypicai Crop l iptake 1s dt:tt:rrrnned for eai.:h bydraaltc 
managems:nt ,miL For ne·N (~OP'> h.lvrng lc,s than thr..:c ye,tr, orn11-s1te crop ttptak.: J,Ha, 
regional .:rtJp ytdll clara :md typica 1 nutrie:1t contt:nt valw:,. or other ,alucs appruwd by DH.J 
. DIil}' !'~25£d: . - , __ 
l!Hlt.'tl St3.:11:.~Uc':!!ogi~.1\ Survc;. 
W astcwatcr.<1£1£!.!c<l to the reuse tre~tmeut site 
The Idaho Club LA-000123-02 
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D. Fa..:ility In formatton 
Lcgai Namt> of Permittec !'end Oreille Bonner Dcvelopn,cn:L LC 
Type of Wastewater __ ---~. Muni<..:1pal mcdtnl;l CJ~_s_!:3~-~-1~1!>_3_ (' Wastewattcr Reuse standards 
:\'lethod of Treatment Pnmary t!'catmcm in md1viduat septic tanks at :.:ac:h E:RI (residencc). 
S TEG and STF.P collection. aerated lagoon. coagulat;or. and sand 
ti;,rntion. hypoch!orination di~infcc,!nn conrad cime. swrngc. and go:( 
cnerse spray ilTigatmn for Class B wastewater or non-go! f course 
,_ ______________ ,..._~ irrtgauon tOr ('luss (~ \Vastc\vater 




l SCS Quad 
Soils on Site 
!r-----------------ts 
l>epth to (;round Water 
: Bimeficial I :scs of Ground 
W:1ter --------------
Ne:are.~t Surface \,\/ater 





l'he ldoho Chb is a Private Uol t' Cour,cc Club t>wned and devc:,opcJ 
by Pen<l ()n.:iUc Bonner l)evt:iopn1cnr Lf_C \V1th n.:s!Jcnttal Jingk· -
frtn1ity hon"1cs prcs~ntly iCrvrng 65 equivulent n:s1Jentiai Lr1tts (FRUs) 
and ultimately ,erving uo to 600 ERL, 
'rhe site is ioc:1te<J on 865 ac:-~s ahoul 7 lnilt:s ~Hst t1f San<lp•.>int via 
i-iigi1-."'ly 2()/J tn rurai Honner ('nLnty Ir i., a;ljacem to the Pa;:k Riv::: 
to th~· e,ist an,: Muose Mountain and Lake Pend Un,ilk to tne south. 
Section 36 r58N R ! \V Boi:se MenJmn. 
Bonner County 
Oden Ray 
Capehorn sih loam. ( 'olbum very rinr ,;amly !,Jam, :-..[iss,on silt loam. 
Odonson silt loam. and Pend Orcilk silt loam 
I 0 ket to the first aqu1 t~r and I 2il teet to the regional wacer supply 
aqur ter. ·1 he lower a qui for is uti li,:cJ as the dr:nking water supply for 
th<: development. The upper and lower aquifers are rcpn:-scnted as 
separated hy an ,u1uitard comisting of 60 feet of line-grained low 
penneahility ~lay 
Dom..-:st1c and Publ:c Drinking water 
Pack River. immediately adjacent to th1e east ;;tde of the property ;,Jo 
pe1mam:nt streams cross the site. 
Cold Salmon!d Spawning. Primary Contact Recreatk,n, Domest1c 
Water Suoplies. and S0ecia! R<:s<1ur..:e Waler per LD:\PA 58.0; 02 
Richard i\. Villdli Chuck Reeves 
VP Incorporated 
5Ji7.39 H;gh·.vay 95 
Bor>ncrs Feny, !D 8.)805 
( 20~) 26 7 -5619 
Pend Orcilk Bonner Development LLC 
l 5 l CIL1bhouse Lane 
Sa!1dprnnt. ID 84864 
I 208) 263-4062 
'-' 1UcHu,t,..:oh.irtarns . .:o:n 
~ _..,::.,,c.,=,·--~·:--:-~=-=c-:" ,;_-- .··· - -,,_-·,-..•1 
,'rCl'VC~i~1,thc1Jallocluh . ..:on1 
Facility ( 'onsultants: Operator 
:Hailing Address 
Phone 
Scott McNt:e. P.E 
T-0 F·ngincering Co. 
W. 280 Praine ,\ venue 
Coeur d'/\b,e. [D 83815 
(208) 762-36-14 
RDben Hanst:n 
Water Systems Mgmclnc 
6 7 Vhldhorse Trad 




C Compliance Schedule for Required Activities 
The As.:t1v1ta::s in the follov,mg mbk shall be complctc:d on or before the Compktion Dalt' 







,\p.-il I, 2011 
( A-012302 
Prinr to 
60 day~ af!er permit 
issuance 
CA-012JOJ 
Prior to 120 d.1:,·s after 
permit i,suaucc 
C\-012304 
Prior to 180 days a(ter 
permit issuance 
Compliaace A.:tivity 0escriptioo 
Pilot Study Plan: ( f [W<) inda:ak·,, that the 201 G Ann~,ai Report faded to 
c.h:n:onstrJk: cor~1plu1n;;c during the 20 ! 0 irr~ga~:on sea;::oti \Vith the irHcrin, 
Cias, H ,vas~ewatcr standard,-. a pi!ut study i:, reqt:'1-.:c Junng 21.) l l and 
thcrcartcr e1nt:I Class B corr.p!tance is ach:evc<l. 
W •thin 60 day,; o'.· n:c;:ip, of thb Clas,- B ladurc not;ct:. t.l'a: pcrm:tre•: shali 
subnw to UFQ and s..:clln: approva! 0f a Fil,J, StuJv Plan for a c·!ass B 
v,..:ci:_.:.k:,.,vater r~usc tn:atrncnt sysr~:rn. 'Th..: pJan -'ihcJI! iJentt fy ~amphng~ 
fftonitonng~ anJ rt:!eording requlrt..~rncnb necessary ln Uu...:un1ent cornp/iancc 
o( the w&stl·watcr treatment ,y'>tem w:th ( 'la:,s B water quality standard~ a:, 
wcl! <1s discuss moditi..:at1on::;. repi,H.:cm1.:ats, and,·or oµerational changes to 
the exist;ng trcatrnL'nt pro..:esscs tha1 arc damed neccs:;ary for meeting: 
C!a:is B stanJarlb. Al! applieatmn~ to the land during :his pilot study penod 
sha!1 utiiize the ( ·1;'!:>-" (·application areas un:e!>S 11[:{) approves otherw:~e 
Ree1»rd Drawings: Submittal <>fn:corJ dra,~mg.s ccrufieJ by the ..:ng1ncer for 
ail drinking wutcr and wa,;tewarcr ,,y,stems impnnemcnts cumplctcd to da11:. 
[dcntifa:atwn o(when ,\atcr nnJ !icwcr 11nprn11emcnts previllus!y appro\'ed for 
construction w1ll be complck'd ,m<l when the relact:d record drawings 1,ill be 
~uhmillcd to the Department. 
Plan of Operation: Submittal of an outirnc ,,r dratr Pinn ,1r OperJuon and thc 
Jrali Operation and Ma1111enanc~ 1 O&M) M.,nual for 1hc \\ a,;tcv...aler treatment 
and reuse facilities ~hull be 'IUbntittcJ by the de'itgn l.'ngineer DH) shall 
comrm:nt on the draft documents. 
FhH\ Monitoring; ( \1mp1<.:u,m of the power and control ~y•;tcms for the t¼o 
fl,,,, meter~ rn,;talied on the lagoon mllucm main~ 1'-!!h nllt1licanon hy th<: 
engmecr in writing to DEQ that both t1ow meters arc operational anJ heing 
monirored and rei.;ordt:t.l by the system Gperator~. 
Plan nfOper:.itioo and O&,\I :\<1;111.md: A -.:opy oftht: 1\nal Plan 11fOpcration 
anJ the- tinal ! )pcrauon an<l Maintenance (, >&M > \tlanuai for the 
wa,,h:\1/atcr rrcattru.:JH anJ reuse fncihtics shall be submt11cd b> th.: di:sign 
cnginc:i.:r The finai documents shai! rdle:.:1 n:solution of DE(.) comments 
on the dmrt verswns of each ducumcnt. 
Lpon approval, the Pian of Operation and O&.\.I Manual shall Dt:' 1ncnrporntcd 
by rdi::rcnc<'. mtu thi~ permit and shall ht.· ,:ntim:cahlc as a part ot this pcnrnt 
·---·------ ----~----- ~--,- -~ -----
9473 
Compli••<e A,:~11!:or1_1~ph'_lnCe Schedule for_g_~~~-~~eQ_~~ti~ities 
Number Compliance Activity Description 




Januuy 31. ?012 
---------------------1 
Pilot Test Report: (f CA-0 l 230 l is implemented. submnal of pi!ot testing 
data compih:d 111 20 l I and an ;;valuation report by the engineer regarding 
compliance to date with Clas~ B standards. lh1s repon can be induded in rhe 
20 11 Annua! Report. 
[
- .. - - ----- ·------· ·---------·-·-- . ---- ...... - ------ --- _._ _____ ---- - ....... ______ .. __________ ] 
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F. Permit Limits and Conditions 
l / r h:~ Perrnittct_· 1:-i. allcJ\vt..'d to uppi::,, .. v1.-,te'lk:lter 11H.i tr~?a£ it on ;J reuse site :.JJ pn:--,crib{:t.! in l/~t; t~bh:!!i btlt)'" 
anJ in J.i..~cordJn~e w•th ,111 other aµpfiLabk p<cnnit condltron,j and scheduics. 
4.pplication Siw ,\rca 
Applic,11ion Season 
Grn,~ing Season (CS) 
-- --·~-
i',011-Grm,ing Season (:'<GS) 
Cenllicd Operator(~) 
Reporting Ye:ir for Anmrnl 
_Lo~<:liog Races 
Maximum Hydraulic Loading 
Kate, Gr&wing Sea~m• 
(indudcs wastewater all(! 




r Permitted Limit, anti Condition~ 
C!a~s [l or (' .\-lL:nicip:il \Va~tcwat;.;r 
c·i:_1J"i B Ahuul S 1 ,1 .. :n~~ of ;;ult· ~our .. ,'--. at f'h:.:> Idaho t ·1uh 
Cius:-; C· About ?,75 acn..'s ~)fnon-g,Jll'c1n,rsc an.::t J~ 1dent:tied i~u nlap 1n s1p;.:1.:nou: 
May 
! 11:: tacilitv ,h:ill mee, ,h<: requirement:, u( !D,\P:\ 
R-: .. pon:,.tbk ChargL ()p...:r~tcr and Substitut1..: Rc:-.pon•::.;b!t: Charg·~ UpeLt.!c,r $bu'~ h~ 
ideo,Hi,:d in each :\nnua: Report. OhQ bas ,folt:rniirn;d thc f,lslw C\t,b -'JStewJter 
sy"ii-c-r:1 needs op•~·rah)r'-i ;,v1th Clas~ : ~;ofk,:t1tJn: ( ·ias: .. [! ff\?arrnt.:nt: ,111d \.Va:-;k\Yater 
!.and Application license·;. 
~L.1) I ·' lo t k:robcr J I ~t 
Hydr:n1lic Load~ng Rate.: fnr cahe-r Class B or ( 'ias-s C applicauun an.:as shaii be no 









in . . August t 
, ':i..:ptembcr , ~.6 in, 
,··- .--·--· -· .. ·r··-··----·----·· ··-
. Oc:tobcr i I ! ,ii. L . 
Total f Li.3 111. 
l,0 Ill. 
0 in. 
lrngation ract's art'" ba~erl nn .:1v~~ragt: pn .. \:ipHation r•.?ct:iVL'"d t~ff cat.:h rnonrh 
irrigatiun .-;hall not t~~t: piat.:e during: ndvt.!rsc ·~vt"ath~r C'!)nduions, th!rlng. period'i ot· 
pubhc LJ;-j~ nf the- g-nJf course. or when the gn,und water at the irri~atiun manag.cn1ent 
.~1it ts wlth1n 36-inch~s ofrrr::.~~~-~- S!-_!~flll."C, -~•-~.~--~--u, __ 
Cla:-1:.; 8. f~;r 20HJ: ! he dally ar1thn1t3ic rnc.in •>fail nh!~barerni.:nr°' ofrurhidity .;ha.ii 
Lh>t i.;x~c:ed 11\.~ \ 5 1 '-. Cl . nnd turbidity 3haH rtt1t ,:xv~i:d rcn t IO} \·n, ar 1ny tnnc in 
c:,x..:c:,s of fiv'-" 1uinuh.:-;. Turb1d1Ly shall br: n1e~burcd continuously \'\.hen pruJu~H1~ 
~"vuste·,.vatcr. fhe turblJity s!arn.fard ~hat\ hl~ rnct pnoi to Jisinfo-t·tton. 
ror 20! i-2014: Clas"' r3 ,_,_.asrc\'-'Jtcr ::,hall ~ontply \.\.,th th(' turb!dity standar~:,; in 
effecl in IDAP.\ SK.II l i ,, 
Class B: Rc~iJual chlori11e at the pouu uf compltanc~ ;hall be not le% rh,rn ,me ( I i 
rng, L free chlorine alter c.1 contact tim<o ot' rhiny (JO! mim1te, at p~ak tlow. 
Clas.5 C: Not J licriblt' 















F. Permit Limits and Conditions 
Permiltcll Limits und Conditions 
(. 'Jas~ H: ·1 ht: 1nt!'t.ha11 nun:h,:r of tutal coiifOnr1 vrg.1riis1Tb '-ihn!! net ~~-.:cc.:d !\'.O and 
tv,;o-tenrhs i2.2) per ~>nc hundred\ /OO, rni!ti!tter)', att<-1 :~hall !HH cxc~~d t\venty-tbtt.!"'.:'.' 
i 2}) pt!r one hundred \ l 1)0i rni iliiiter:i :n '1HY cu11tirn1ed -,ampk•- ~ts d-...·t~rruiuc<l front 
the bai__:,teriolo_gital n::"luhs of lht.' ia::-;t .:;t.!ven (7 ,! day;; r'hr which Jnah~c"t ha-.:\.." h~tTi 
1,.·orupk"t<.:d. :'\naiysi."i :•;halt ht: hascd on ,iuiiy ;5arnplntg dun,:g pcn<H.b or' app!f~aticn. 
rht! point ot' co,npti:.1.nce --:hal! be at .1ny r•>fnr in th,; ;y<;.tt::n fotfrH\tn~ fin;..1! in:atrnenr 
dWJ disinfcc.tlon contact tin1e. 
Cl:.h:--; C: Th.: tni:diu.n 1H.:rntcr of u1tal cr>iitlJrn1 0 1 gar::Sffis ..;huH n .. H ;.!'X.:..:c-i..:d t \\..G ;_u,d 
two-tenrlts ( 1.2 1 per one hundrr.:d ( I OOJ rndlilih!r-s. ar.J shall not <~:.'\..::~c;J tv .. enL:.- ~lhre:: 
(13 t p...:r one: hundred t liJ(), rnJliiltk:rs in any c(;nJirrncd -;a:npie. as dt·t~n11ltii:d fr:Jni 
1 !he" bactern.Jlo~tt..:ai rc~u(t.s oi'th~ bst ;cvi!n (7¥ days t()r wl11t:h anai:,s~s h.in'~ bt.!'e'n 
cornpktc'd. Analysic, ,hail b·: bn,t:<i on d:uly ,ampl'ng during period~ o:' Jppi,carnrn. 
The- po,m of ccHnpiianc(' -;:1al1 hear any poinr in the ,y'>ll.'.:1n fi1lto1.~-ing tlrnif treatn1ent 
aml disintccrion 1:ontact time, 
'-o nu1of f of '.\':J~tl"\Vater allOV.'t:d. 
2. Sprinkk"r frrigatH;-n; ()perate anJ :nu1ncam :-;rnJCHff:.:-.; ~rnJ B,\-IPs for :,tippft·n~enral 
irrigation water Sl.'.din1c"nt r..·onLro( n1 {H:s..:ordancL: '.Vtth cn1uuv and state- ~uideliti.:,;. 
Cir~Zi',;J water o~a!ity 5haTTbC-'ink ~~mp1iance -..vnh--/;/a1r·;~ r~ro;urd fVi;ter Qiu:li,~ -
Rule ID!\P 1\ 58,0 !.I l 
~(; gr~,~~iog aitOwt!d. 
Crop~ gnJ\vn t~;-~iirect hun1an .:or~s~un1ption \ ri10~~ cr .. )p.:,; that-~r~ not p[o(cs~c:d pnor 
tc ~,m:;umptmn, are 1101 J!Iuwcd. C!nss B "asln\.:l!a ·-upplcn:cni,:d b::,, ,ither 
img:llmn water fr0m rhc Pad, Rn·er shall be :1ppl1.:d by ,;prinklc1 irn;;di.on tn 6nif 
~ours~ turf grasse~. 
Clase; C applicwon area-; shall be: grass ·,~getated rnch that tllc planh a,~ ,:'1paht•: 0t' 
(lli.tXinuun utrlizatlon of the appi1cct w~st1.:water. Nn suppkmcnta! irrigation w::iter 
shall be ,ipplicd to the Class C :ipplica1ion areas. 
rhc 7.65 \lG wasti::v.a:c:r lagoon and B trt'a!mcnt fadliric::; ,;ha!! be !i:m.:ed i)fl 
ali ,idc~ with a Dl·.Q .lppmv.:d tencmg ,ystem. \Varning ,igns n!garding the 11arure 
of1hc p1em1ses $hall be po~tl.'d c-\,:ry i 50-1.:cr ,1r'thc fon'-'e lrng,uion Ponds ,\-C do 
not require tenc-ing and -,1gnag,: JS long J:i rhey receive Cfa:;;s B \Va-,te·.1/Jttr 
Class C reus~ areas :;haH be tinc::!d w!th i..vovcn oasturc wire and n1ust be sigac<.i 
cvt>ry i 50 tCet or' th~ perfrnet!:r -..i.,!(h wanungs indtcallng apphc:1tton ;Jf treated 
wastl!\V~tcr. 
Distance Oist:t 11.:es lo Distance 
to Inhabited to 
Public Dwellings ,treams 
Acn,~:; 
0 feel 25 fict 







5~;0 n. I ry; Ii. 
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I 
G :'vfonitoring Requircmerits 
l, r\p-propnatt· ana1yc1..a: n;~rho<l.'l~ J.;; _:;1v~n ,n the (Ju1d~~u1ce Jl:,r Ret lanu,'t:on ttJtu· Neuse {J/ lhonc:pal and !tufu:dnul 
~Vu:-.leH{Uer l)r a:-; 1ppn>v~d by thi: tdahn Depann1cnr o( Envirunnrentai ()ual!ty {hereinaHt:r ;-(:it'.rred to a-.; D!·.(.)J. 
sh~ll be c:r1p!u,yed 0\ ~h.:-,~ripiinn ofappr,1v~d .~ample ....:,.-_dit·ction rn~th0ds. appropriatt: anuiytic~l m~thods :1nJ 
c.ir.ipanion ~_).:\:1.)( prutucol 'Jhafl be 1ncludc:d 1n th1.~ ()peration and \falnt(.:nant:t .Vtanual. 
2> Tht· pernliHL"t." -;h,iii n1or1:tor .1nd nh.'a.':iur~ parart!i.!"L:r~ anJ "Jlibn1rr lnfonnariun 1.b :ilat..:d in rh: hH .. ·dit,-, \fon:turiPg 
Table in rh,s i"lt'C!iun .. 
J j Sampit.•4;j 'ihaii be r..:nlk.:kd at tnr~e,; and l;_icat;on~ lbH l(;p,r;_!sent lypl~dt en.,,·1ruc.n~enr.:.1l J.nd pr-.;;.::.::~:"1 purarn~krs 
betng rnuratorcd. 
4; ~\ttonitvnng Jc<..:atiorh Jr~: dc:scnlH.:d 1r. :\ppendr~, t f:nvtronn1c:ntai \.{,.,ntff>r!ng Serial ~u1n:-;er:, 
5 t \.tonLtoring t.\ r,.:-4i_nri."J at t!tt..~ fn:quer,c~,, :,;ho .. \.n in the taht~ belo·,,. if wast.:waret l:i appl1c-U anytin1e dt,nng rl:~ tnne 
pi:riod ;.;ho\Vlt L'nlt:-::~ dthcrwiv.: agre::d in \\:riting by thi..:- DE(), data ~uHe,..:tL"d Jnd subnHltl.:d shJll rnduJl!. but not 
bt: li.n)t,:d to. tht.: p;:ira,nctt.:r,s anu fr·eqw.:nci~s in the Facility ,\f(Hlttoring T:ihle as follnw'i. 
f>) (ir\Jund \VJ:t<r \,Ionironng ProceJuri.:: (jround '.-..V:ui.:r \fonituring \Velis shwll he;! purg-:-d a rnintffittn-1 of rhrc(' -.::as:ns 
vulurue:,- Jfld:dr lirttil field n~ea,;urL•l"f1r-nis tfH pf r, specific ('1Jnd1H.:rnn.:~ and f.t:'ntperatur~ n1ei.:t the: foHoi.\.1ng 
cu11dtt1nns; {1..,,0 Sll(:l.:e~,;: ve t~Inperature values n1eas1Jred at kasl tive rninutt>s apart are wicJan one ch:gri;!t: CcbHb 
of .:a...::h t)tf1~r pH va!u1:':) fi:,r t'.••o ::::t.1t·c~~ssiv1.: n1'-.'i.J$Ur•.:n11.~1Hs rncD'.lttred at iLaSl fi\.<.: mim.1t..:s apart an: 1.-v1lh1n 0.2 d?tir~ 
of ~.lch 4)t!li:L and two 'lUl'.c~~i.'iivr: specdic ;::onduclan~c '/alHc~ ;r;_e-a:lllrl!d Jt icn-;t tiv1.? rn1,uHes apar~ an: 1.vitbrn HY.~··c 
nf (;i:lCh oUn.:r. Thi~, proceJurt.' will ckt\.T!tii1l~ >.vhen ~he- ·Nclis ~n.: -;uitahk· i'i)r ~arupling fr,r ..:onstituenh r~qtarcd by 
the pern1lt Oth.:r prtJ(ttdur,::s. such ~b. lo\;,., flt)\'-. $an1p\1nE. may be cons1dc=n:d by DE() for :.ipprn1.. :ii. rh1..; 'ii.atit: 
'-Vakr k·.,.et :c;hatl be n1ca\urcd pr!or 10 purnping ur sltn1pli11g fOr ground \;,,:Her. 
,') AnnuJ[ reponn1g ('f rnt_,nitoring ;equin.=·n:ents ts des...:-ribt..:O 1f: S.:ction fL SranJ~u·d R~porung R..:qnin:rnt:nb. 
8 I Surfac(· \Vart~r sainphng ~u1liuncc: DFQ Lll n:·\.!cv-, an<l approv~ n;ctfl(;d~. {ln1lng- and lo,::aoons [/Jr -.;arnpling µnur 1u 
i1~1twl san1pflng c\:ent. 
\lmlthly: '-o·; l 'ro .\pni JO''' 
Daih 
( '-'-'her:. dt'Jd1arging ( ~}a:l~ U c~r C 
1.v-astt;\\rat,.,:r) \v1th nHJnthl y Jed 
annual rota!s 
Dailv 
with rnonriliy an,f Jnnual wtab. 
[h1iv 
(-.vht:n irrif_. aun_µJ 
with mnnthh am J11111111i totab. 
\lonlh!:✓ 
;.virh annual toul 
FacililY Monitorini:, Table 
M,,nilormg l'omt 
Uts..:harge ,:ntn 
7.65 \IIC [ :igoon 
{ '..Ci~O i 1JO 1; 
Dhchargt.~ Point 
of \Vast~w:.1.li;r to 
i rr1ga t!on PL)nds 
!\-C. 
Sup~lr.:n1cntal 
lrrlgarion \V arer 
to frr1garion 
Pnncb .\.( ·. 
I \\'',V-01!0 l 2.i . .!, 
h1d1 fi.\,tl 
Desenplloa :md T:,rp.:: of 
\/ ohunt: of\,\: ~1::;t:;\\.'ater 
;nc;.isurcd hy rl_o\v rnekr~ on 
gravity and pn:~;sun.· :;ew~r 
in ii.!t 1na ins 
Voiumc or' 'Nastcwater 
n1ea:u1rt:d by flo,.-.· rner~r~ or:. 
dtlllt'lll pumps 
\/ aiurne •J ( water 
rn1.:a;;ureJ bv flow mdcr, on 











()nc•~' prior to =,tun ,.1t i:Ti.guti:)n 
and then :\'·c~~tr :trHif :kpth Jo 
v.-at.:-r -:x;.:.,;i;;,Js -k~ ittt..:h>; beJ,g;, 
ground surli!,...:c. 
(wh~11 discharging ( '!as~ f-3 
\V~tSlC ~\.' J.t1...·r) 
[):iii, 
t ""' hen d:schar_g,:ng Clns0 B 
w:.bte\Va!cr) 
Dad:.,. 
I '-'"h~n dtsl.,'.h~irg1n::; Cla:is n tlr c.· 
\o,.astc\-.•atcr} 
Da;!y or Contrnuou-5 
t ;,,:f-tt-n discharging ( i.iJsS B 
WJSt~•\,\--'JV!r) 
/\pnl o( 20; l am~: 
201., 




~""·-·-·~-... -·~-~"' "• ·- ·······-·--~-- ~. 
I 
j ~{onnormg Pomt Descnpuon and Type of 
Moniruring l 










! \\.; \\' ,0 1 2J03 J 
Pilor to 
, \V N-0 ! 23t.L') 
-\ t't~r ti!tralion. 
J11 nunuri_'\, of 
,..:l)ntac{ tune, 
1WW-()_l2J051_ 
Aft~r ~(J n11t1Ltt,>;;. 
i)f conlac! iHne 
( \\/ 
1~v .o l 2 )05 \ 
-t-• 
D<.!pth froc-1 :ill! tdce te _..!P.!UHl: 
warer 
z ';:ikuluu,111~ 
frorn ~olkcrl.'.d d...:.m 
rurh1J,r~,.· on ;}. siJntu1tHH1S :lnd 
auron1:uical!v rc~,)rzkd :Ju.sis 
Cak1-dattun ur' .,\rithn1eL-..: 
\.(~:..tn oi' t"drhidit·; 
Grnh Sar.tp!e 
( ir;,i:; SJrnpk 1.>r ('OilllJ!UVtl~ 
n1<)D1't.)rlng. 








~'-1,.:phelornetr·c l urbtdrt} 
Lmrs ,:,., !Ti 
Oocurncnt rhe tlo\\ 
nh:-asuren:ent ,1nd n~oni(onr~g 
i:qu1p111ent ,.,·ahbrution:; ~h::r 
mnndtih~n:rer·.; instrrn.:uun;;, 









, Spe~.fi-: Co. 11c!uc:ti,;t,. T, .)(J! . ' 
~)is.~oiv~ct ~olid~ ( J'DS:,, 
"S1tri1e r- ~ltrc1tc ,r1rogt'"n. 
and Chiund~ 
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! I. Standard Reporting Requirements 
The pemuttec ,hail submit an Annual Wa,aewater R-:use Site Performance Report ("Annual Report'') prepared 
by a c•>mpet.:nt c:nvironmental professional r10 tater than January 3 i of each :,ear which shai: cover the previous 
year (sec ,e,:iion F for ,·euse reporting per'od). The An11ual Report shall mclude n:suhs for n10n11oring rcqu,r-:d 
in Section Ci. sta!lls ot' c,Hnpiiam:c activities. and ~n interpretive discussion of morntonng Jata ( g,rounJ water. 
·,adosc zone. hy<Jr:rn!rc loadin~. wasttwutcr etc.; wtth particular n:spect to environmt:nlai impacts by :he 
foeilily. 
rhe anntiai report shall ;;unta1n the results of thl.' r;quir~d monJt,:,riog us descrlbtJ m Section G ,\.1Gnituring 
R.:qtur~nr~nts. fr rhe p~nnlttct: rnonitors any paraal't"ter ffiore frequently than iequired by this pcrrrtit. the res uh·~ 
of this mo111tormg. ,;ha!! bi: uH:luded in the ca!culat;on :ind reporting of the data ~ubmitted m the annual rennr:. 
The annual repon ,hall be suhmittcd to the 1-<:ngineering Manager Iii the foi!owing Rcgiunai DEQ 
Ortice. 
Coeui <l 1\!ene Reg1ona' OITic.:: 
2 l lO !mnwood Pa;kwav 
Coeur d A!em:. ID s:; 8 i 4 
20~ 769- l -+22 
4. N,111.::e of comok,uon uf •1n·f ,~ork de;;~ribed in Secrn)n h. ( ·omp!iaiocs.' Schedule !or Rcquin:d Act:v1ti.:, ;hall be 
,ubmitrcd to tilt> Deoartf11(."nt w11hm :l{) davs oi a..:tivil'! ~nrnolctiotL The -;tatus of all Nhc,r work dcscnbeci in Secuon 
E shsii Ce- subn1itteti with the: Annual Rt.!p~rt. · · 
:i". All labvrJtory repo11s cumarni113 tht: ,arnpk resuirs for monitoring required by Scctwn G. ,\lomtnn11g Rcqmremt:nlo 
ot· this pem:it sha!l b.: ,ubrnitted with the Annual R~port . 
• -•«•vN ,,-~'--"•-• .,-> .~---~---- •• •• -, .... ,"•• ~.;e,· ,_.,.,,_. ____ __, ___ •~-•---..,_.,.----------~•- ~ .. -.-~--- __ ,., ... _,,.-,,,, , --"• ~. •• ,_.-;..-.-,.-~•--•><-•., 
l The ldaho Club LA-000123-02 Juiy 28. 2010 Page 12 of22 I ... , ·-------·-. . ........ _, ___ .,,_, __________ .. _____ ·.,... . -··------·•--·"•''~- ........ --.-·-·--·-··--·-•·.J 
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I. Standard Pernm Conditions: Procedures and Reporting 
rtt-· pt.:1·1ruU\.':.: :;hall ,ll .ill (Hn~~:,.. pn)p:..:rl/ niaou .. 1ui ~uhl 1)p<:tau: JU -ittU(.'.ttrrl'.',;~ :iJ'i!<..~rn:-;. jnd ~qtaprni.:-nt tl)r tr~au,tt..·nL 
!Jp<..·~a,uHtal i.:onrn'lcl:,,. Jnd ~n«JlllhJnng • .._, hKh -•r•: tn"'it;1tlt.."d ~u us~d h;. thL" pcrru1Hc-"· to i:un1ply \\a ith ,tit coH<.lifiot1:i or" tht.'. 
p.:rmi, ,,r th,· \Va~h.-,\ar.:i- R.:us.: Pcnmt Rcgulalron,;, 111,:nnfomtunc:: with a IJEC) apprmcd, curn:m Plan l)f()pl"r:H11rn, 
1Up.:r;;itio11~ Jnd \.la111tl.'nam:.: '-lanuari v.!w:h di:s,.;nb,:~ 111 detail the op.:rar:on, 111a.n1cn,111L',:. and m:w;;gcm,:nt ofth, 
,-.1;;1c"<11cr tr•:atm,..,u ,yst<::R l hli 1'!.111 ,,ft )pcrat1011,; ·;11:ill b,• 11pJ:m:d a, ttl.'l.'<:ssary m rdk~t ,:mrn11 opcr:111011s 
Vv~slr.:\,.:Her :no'."lt no( ;.:r.::nc· a publ11..: h,::dth ha.:.ard ll! nu!san,;c ,~undiriun c:1s ~l:JIL!z! tll [rl,\P:\ SS.iJJ 1(,.bOO,tJ}_ In \,njl#r 
Lu pri.:.,..•:nt publiL· health ha✓ard;':, ;ind nui~anl:'..: (."tHHhtl<Jn., the pt:rrnittt:: ,-;hall; 
:'L \pplJ v,;bt~u.,;i(t"f as ~vt_•nly JS pr;:u.~th.:.thk· h) th.: tTt:~un·u:rH i.l!'i.!u 
b. Pn:\Cllt ocgtini,.: 'i4llid'> (t.:oruairn:,I ,u th-: \\-aS.tt.'"~\:tt\~n fru1n JL.>.:-un1tilattng ,_11~ thl• gn:urui -;urt';u:~ tL1 the i)Otnt \.\-here the 
-.,>hds putr~~f:-.. nr "UPJhln v1;-..:tor" l)f 1ns<..'t.:b. anti 
t-'n:\.1-'"tlf \\-aslL""Wati...·, fro,-:1 pond1:1g_ H\ Jht.· r1c!d~ tu :h~ p,-.1nt \Vhcrc· tlk· j-::tJndcd ;.,.1.-J-~tt~\'-.H-.:r putr.:ricr c,r 'iupport:-:. -...;ctnrc... 
or 1n::;r;-:...:h. 
J.. \(anag'l~ thi..' •.vasc\,._~w--ar~:r rcu~'-" tr.:aln~~nt s1h: J;:, ,l!l ..1.gl't)UtHn1i.: i)pcr.:.uinn \vhcra:- v:..·;=·>-·t.itc,i: :..'nvcr i~ grown_ anJ hurvcs.t,.:d 
,n ?:tra.1-cd r.o tHii4/~" th-: nutrit:nt~ and nuncrab Ht th~ \\astc,v:ih~L and~ 
h_ :\.i;. hydr~ud il':tUy tH ~dl),Hf ;lny prtrftct:far ar-.!a..; of tht: \1.a~tl.!'\"1-awr reu'it: trt:~tt1:h:nt .;lri: 
5_ \U \_\'~l~h: i.olid,. :nt.:h:dtng drt..~tl~u1g~ and sludg-:~. ::ihall bt'" ut1h.tcd ,,r Ji3µc,.scd in ir rHJ!lltt."r '"'hh;h \vili pr1:vent tht:tr 
r.:n1n . .ir 1hr: •:ntn <>( \.'onr,.m1inarr.:d .lr:iinul!c: 1)r it:adiatl.' :ho:1 dram, into 1ht water,; of the ,talc ,m:h rhJt hc;ilth haLanb 
:111d ·nu1,anl'c .:nn~iittons arc not -:ri::atcd. ,1~1tl to pre',l.'111 .'mp,1.:ts on ,k,:19mt1<:d hr.:ndi-:ial us,:s ,1f dtL· groun,I w,111:r :rnli 
""rfa,:,: ,\ J:,:r I tic p-:rmit:,:c:'; manalfe:mcn! of ,,a:.tc snlid,, ,hall b-: gnvc:rncd by 1hc rcnns of lhs' DE{) ,lpprove:d 
\\i;1s1r.: 'itllids \.Lmagcnk';:1 l'bu. ,•,hich t1pon Jppro\'al ,hali he an enfon:i:abk p,,r1w11 ul lhis pc:rr111L 
,, i, the: p,:nnrttt:<.' m!t:nJs t1> <:11111111111.: 1>p.:r.u1,in ,1f1hc pcrmHt.:J lac.:11it:, alk1 1hc c:\pinllion ot',m .:.'t1st;ng pl.'mllt. rh.: 
p..:m11ttc<: ,hall apply for J Ill!'~ p<!1mi1 at l.::1-,1 st.:\ month~ prior !O rh.: .:.:\pm1tiu11 date oflh<: ,:;.istrng permit in 
a.cc,ml.111,;-: "llh th<: W,1sl•!wa1.:r Reus,· P ... rmll R<.:gulations and induJ.: ,o:cpoge re-as :)n :1!1 !agmu1•: per latt:sl DEQ 
proceJure,. 
7 1'!1.: p,:mH!tc:c ,hail ;dlo" th,· Dir,2.::1nr of th<'. Idaho P.:;,arttnent of c:nvirounu:nta, ()uJlit} ,,r the D,rectllr\ 
dt.~,,gnc~ 01\.'.'rL .. ,oatlcr tct';:rrcJ h) as Directon. cna1slst~111 \t. ith r itk _19. <:l,aph:r l, iJaho Co1il:. to. 
a. Fitter !he pc·rmm.:d lactli!y. 
b. ln\pc,:1 .in}' n.:.:nrds that mu~I b,: kept :111dt'r th.: ,;ondmnn,; ot' rile: permit. 
lt•.~p<<:t Jll) fa,,im, .:4uip1111.:nr. pr:1,:t1c:c:. <>r vp,·r.11i11n r'-'rma:,:J 0r rc·qmr,:d by ,he pc-rm!l. 
d. Sarnplc nr rno,tuor for the purpos~ (>f •hSl1rt1t~ pt:rn1H ~:on1ph;in,e .. tny sub."'t:int.:c nr any p~Hlflk:,er Jt the factiity 
£L In \'ltfll111g thir,~ { >OJ da:,:s hefin\ .. -- an:, pbnneu pi1y...,i1-.~a1 ,.:!rer:.u1un or ,tdduu>1t to t.h1... p~rnurti..·d fa..:d1Ly nr Ul'ti'-lty Jt'th;_u 
;1lr~rall\1n ,:n· .ltfditiun •.,ould rr .. "">u1t ;n Jn:-' -;1gn;ficun ~hang::...• in inkrnnanon rhat '-Va> ..;ub1ni~1cd during. :h~ r:'Crrnir 
t1pp!tcuH,-1n proc~:,.'). 
o in \\riting n~in~ (.JOJ ,Jay:. bct'C,r .. : JH} Jnlt,_·1p~L-.:tJ ,Ji~•n6~ ,.\lhid1 \V< __ ndd r..:sult in (k!it-,>Jntpi.,Hh.'t' :>. ith any pi._~r:11lt 
..;on<ln,on •.>r lh\!sl'.' n:~uhuions .. 
,.,,,. C>rally \\ltlh1n l\V~nLy:fuur { 1-!, hcn:rs f1·on! tte t1;ne dlt.♦ pL·,nnttc:: bl.:can1c iware rJfany non-..:t1rnpi1;.1nce wh•~h n1ay 
.:-:n,!ung1.;r th'"· pnblu.~ hL"ahh rlr rhc- i;;1v1n>nnwnt at k.·ic:phen..: nun1bcr:-i f-1ro•..-.1.l'¢d in rhc pcrn1H hy thr.: Ou~....._tor c sec be-low; 
DH) R.:s1:1onal Ot'ti..:c:. s-,~ Ps:,rmi, ( crllfkanon P:.H,•: 
l:111crgo:1~y 24 I 1uur i's'umbl.'r I •li•M-6.(2 •,'<IJIJIJ ., 
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L Standard Permit Conditions: Procedures and Reporting 
J. In wr:rmg .is ,oon ;a~ poqsibk bu1 wi1hm fiv-: (51 days of the date rhe pennittec knows or ,houkl know ofJr1y non-
complianr;c unit'~s extended by lh<: DEQ. This report shall contain. 
1. A t.k,cnption oi' d1c nun-compiianc:: ,md its cause; 
ti. Th~ peno<l ofno11-cornpliance u1clud1ng to the:' ~xtenc possihlt\ rimes and dates ar!d_ 1ftht.! non-(ompliant.:e- ha~ not 
been :nrre.:ted. rhe o.ntis::tpal<:d time it is e.xpei:ted tu cuntint,e; and 
iii. Steps taken or planned to redw;c or ::liminu!e n:occurrence of tht: non-compliance 
e In v;:-lting as soon :1s pos.s!bh: at1er the penniHt.!e becl)n1es av,.are of r~!evant t:lcts not subrllitted 0r mcorrect 
mtixmation submim:d. in a permit application or any r~pml lo the Director. T'huse fa~ts ,ir the correct inforrnarion 
s!tall be included as a part of this report. 
9. fhe ;c.nnrtte~ shan take ail n~ccs::;ary act1ons to pr~v~nl or ~Junlnate any adver:ie unpact on 1h~ publk health or tht! 
env1rnnme11t resulting from pt:nnit 11oncornpliance. 
to. Th.: perm,cice shai! detemune (on an on-going ba~isi if any noxwt.~ weed prob!cms ri:latc to tht: permitted ;:te:.;. If 
problems arc present. coordinate with the [Jaho D-:partment nt· Agriculture or th,: tu-:al Count} authority regarding 
their requin:mems for noxmtts weed control. Also address these ;;ontrol upernl!Oll$ in an update 10 the Operations and 
;\-faintenan~e ,\-fanuaL 
' ... -..... , __ ., ____ ,,. '" ·-·-·· •·•·--------·--• "-"-•""·" ..... - ·-··-~····•·---··-·- -· 
I The Idaho Club LA-000123-02 July 28. 20l0 
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J Standard Permit Condi[ions: MoJi rications, Violations, and Revocations 
l h\." pcnttitt'-."•: :-.ha:! (unu:::,h to thr..k Dtn.:i.:-tor "'-'ltlun (.:a:-;onahk tun'-'. an;,, in.f<,rn1at1on inducJing s:opu:, df rt:L"on.L'), \du..:h rcay 
hi.: p.,•q,:t:sh.~d h:. !ht.· f>1rt'.'~fot ,o ,ktenn1n..: whctht:r .. :ausi: ,.:xist~ fitr rnotfifying. n.:-..oking, re-lssuinc. 01 tcrff~inactn~ thl~ 
per nu:, or to J~h:nrnuc .,;t.Jntpham..:e \\ Hh th':.." ~rnut or rhc:'-ii.: :-cguiattuns. 
Both f11ill•>r i:ind rnaJof' n1udificatio11~ rnay- bt: rnade t,o rhb pern1!t us stated in tD;\PA 5~J) l l 7. -;;{) 0; ,1nd 02 \V1ti1 n.!.ipcct 
hJ any condiiions ~t;.H~d irl this pt:nni! tlpcJn r:.!V1t.·\v Jnd i1ppr,>val nfthe l)I-;(), 
\Vlh.:n~vcr ,t fa-..:ihl/ 1.:"XpJns1on~ pnJdw.:tit>n nh.:rc:b\!" ot·pro<::.:s.:) rno,..ilficatlon f;,, anticipact.'d i.vhid1 \.,.ii! re~uL :n J. .::hantu: rn 
,h,: .;haractcr of polluianb in b,· Ji~charicd or which v. di r1.:~ult 1:, a n<".w or ,nc,ea,cd ,ik;:har5t' 1hat ,~!I: c.tced the 
cnn,li1io11:, ,,f 1111s pcrmtt. or ,r II i:; dctcnmncd by th.: DH) that th<: terms or conJi1io11:, uf tht: parrnt mt:st ht' mo<lit1~d in 
,)nkr to .1Jcyuar<:I) 1,rnr<·ct rh..- publi1: hcalth or .:mirnnmcn1. a n:qt1t'~t ti.ir errb,·r 111aJ•1r 01 1m11< ►r mo,1ilka111ub musr he 
~ubrmn.:d together •.vith th.: rl!purts as dcs.:ribe<l u1 I St:111.ianf R,poru11g Re,1uirt•111e,m. and plan~ Jnd ,pc1;ifa:a1iuns fo, 
the pmpo,cd .:hang..:s. \i,> ~u.:h facility e:1cpansion. prm!ucmm mcrs:asc or proces.~ 11111di11..-a1ion sholl h,: made 11nnl plan,-
ha,e tfc,:n re, i.:\,,:d ,md .tppro\cd hy tlw DEQ and a n..-w p,:m111 nr pcrm,t 111n<lifica111m hus been •~~w:d 
4 P..:rr11ll'.~ ~hLlll bt.~ iT~n1stt:rabk re, J 1k'\\- 1J\'-t1er or opl:."rator provided rhat the pcm11ue~ <H)tifie~ the D1r-::• .. 'tor hy re'LfHl'sting :..i 
ff11nur 1nod1fic::1ti~,r: nt' the pcrmi! heforl..': thl'" date t1!'tran:-,ri:r 
:\ay p"·rsun .,_-(oiattng any pnlvistt:n or the- \Ya~te \.\';.uer R.:uj.: Pernut Reguiutions. or any pern1it or •.)rdcr l'iSt1t'd thrr..:unlkr 
,;hall ~e b,hk for a ~ivii penalty lll>t :o ,::x,;c:,:d t.::n ihnu~anJ t.iciliars ( $ [1J()001 or one 1housc1:1d dollar, 15 I ,OtllJ) 1:1r s:,1d1 day 
of ,1 conc!nulnQ v1obtiun, whi..:hev~r is l!rcalcr. fn adJinon. pursuant to Tide J9_ Chantt.~r i. [Jabo Code·. Jnv willful ur 
nt:'~!1g:enl '/io!ri'tiun 1n:.iy ;;l)n~~tnutc a n1i;~iemea11or. · · · 
6, f'b.1.: D1rt.:c~nr HkIY rev,Jki.:' a pi;;rrnit ti' fht: pcrfT1itt~t-. icfat.-_:s Jny pt.. ... nnit condinon or th~ \.Vaste\"-·:l:l~" R~use P~rn1n 
Ri.:g:1fatfon:-,. 
7 _ l·.:,;.;::-01 at ,a:\~s tJ( i.:in~r2i:ccv. the Drrct:tor s-h~lf issue a \.\<ri!len notice ,)f intent tv n:Y·oke to rhc pcrmirre:.:: prior uJ final 
,,,,o~al!,Jlt R.:vu..:at:on ~halbccnn,c tinal •,o,1thin th1rty-fiv t 1 .\51 days of n:n;ipt of the not1cce by the pcrmittee. unk,, 
1vi1h111 !hat :1111<:- ths: pcrm:tkc rcqi;,:,;t .m udm111istra1i,e heJring in w,itrng. to the Boaru oftlu: Departrn<:nt oi" 
f'n, m;nrnentai Q11.1!i'.y pur~uant w the Rules ,lf .\dminrstrati,e Prnc•:dures ,:omained in IDAPA 5~J) l .23 
1-i. iL purs;iam :o Ida!.(' Code > 1)7.:,147. 1b,_· l)ireccor find, the public ht'e1lth. :1:11cty or wdtitre re4mrcs :111crgency acllon. the 
Director sh.iii 1n..:orporaic findings in :mppnn of ,urh action m 1 written noticl' ot :::mergency revoca1ion is~ut:tl 10 lht.: 
pcrmittce Emergency revocaunn ;hall be dTc.;tJve upon r.:..:c1pt by the p.:rmilll:.:, rhcn:ati.;1. if requc,m::d b1 the- p.::nnittee 
i11 writ mg .. 1 n:voca11on hcarmg before: till' Board o( !he Department of Etwironmenra! Quality shall he prnvi,lcd. Sud1 
hca,ing~ ~hall h.: ..:nnducted m accc:>rdam:c w11h the Rules 0f A,lmini:strativc t)run.-.:hncs containcd in IDAPA 5S.01.:U. 
lJ. n1..- prov tsi,.ins o :· lhr,; permit :tre ,evcrahk and 1f a provishln nr its appikallon is declared 111\'.tlid or ut~enforceabit: for Jm 
reason, th:l! dedurat11m will not affcc! the v.,ir,tHy or<:'nfon:c:ibdity o(rhc, remninmg prnvisruns, 
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GROU0iD WATER MOMTOR!NG 
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_ Serial Number i Description I Location 
The Idaho Club··· ' IDWR Tag. 
public drinkinl! watenve!i .1t1 I No.O0013799! 
II----- ·---1--------- - ···-···--- ---··•➔--·-------• 
CJ\\/~O ! 2301 
t,W-012302 I
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GW-Oi 2JOu co 
GW-012308 
Kiay l 986 Dome,t•c Wdi Secnon 36 
Bill Berry \ 979 Domc:stic \.Ve!I Section J(1 
iim/Bi!I Ben1 i 985 Domestic \VeH s.:ction 3 ! 
LAGOONS 
-=~-=· ~· ~;;;;._..---:,.~--;::;..=::..~':'.--~/-·--· --~<• ,_ ----·----~ .=--:::-==-==---~·c:.7 
Serial Number J Description . : 
LG-DI 230 l i 7 .65 MC a,crated Wa5tewatcr Lagoon 
LG--012302 ! Ir:·1g;_1t1on Pond A ( [09 MG capacity) 
11---L-(-,~ Irrigation Pond B (2.12 MG capacity) 
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H'ATER SYSTEMS MGT.., IlVC. 
WSM,lnc. 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 265-4270 (phone/fax) 
wsrnibob@aol.com (e-mail; 
January 24, 2017 
Matt Plaisted 
State of Idaho - DEQ 
2110 Ironwood Parkway 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2648 
Water System ManagementJOperation , 
Wastewater S ystein Management/Operation 
Backflow Prevention Assembly Testing 
Cross Connection Controi Inspection · 
Consulting 
RE: Ac1'/NUAL REPORT, IDAHO CLUJ, 3'IU.'\ICIPAL WASTEWATER REUSE 
PER.'1.IT NO. LA-0000123-02 
Dear lYlr. Plaisted: 
The following is a summary of activities at The Idaho Club wastewater facilities for the period of 
January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016. 
The current permit, #LA-000123-02, was issued on July 28, 2010 with APPE:t,.,TIIX "A" added to 
the permit on November 5, 2010, and APPENDIX "B'' added May 1, 2014. The current permit 
expired on July 28, 2015. A Technical Report and Application for reuse permit renewal was 
submitted to DEQ on October 23, 2014. DEQ issued an Application Completeness 
Determination on January 6, 2016. DEQ issued a Preliminary Decision to Issue a Draft Permit on 
February 5, 2015. The facility continues to operate under the expired permit awaiting DEQ 
issuance of the new permit. 
Water Systems .\1anagement, Inc. (Bob Hansen) is the operator for The Idaho Club wastewater 
reuse system. WSM does provide appropriately licensed personnel that meet requirements for 
both responsible-charge and substitute responsible-charge operation of the systems collection, 
treatment and land application activities. 
All irrigation of reuse water to the golf course application sites did take place during the growing 
season from May 1 to October 31 ( 184 days). Reuse and supplemental irrigation water was 
applied to Hydraulic Management Cnits, ML'-0l230lgolfcourse irrigated areas south of 
Highway 200 128 acres) and MU-012302 golf course irrigated areas north of Highway 200 (53 
acres). as detailed on The Idaho Club land Application/Reuse log reports, attached. 
The Golf Course was only irrigated with Class "B" reuse wastewater during the months of June, 
July and August. Irrigation throughout the remainder of the Growing Season was done using 
river water only and was not tracked for loading rates. Treated wastewater transfer to pond B was 
completed by the middle of August, as indicated on the attached Idaho Club, Land 
ApplicationiReuse log forms, with the lagoon at a level sufficient to support non growing season 
influent 
The Idaho Club 




Compliance Schedule for Required Activities - ST A TUS 
CA-012301, If necessary prior to April I, 201 l - "If DEQ indicates that the 201 O 
Annual Report failed to demonstrate compliance during the 2010 irrigation season with 
the interim Class B wastewater standards, a pilot study is required during 2011 and 
thereafter until Class B compliance is achieved." The system has demonstrated 
compliance with Class B wastewater standards. No pilot study is planned. This item is 
complete. 
CA-012302, Prior to 60 days after permit issuance -
Record Drawings: "Submittal of record drawings certified by the engineer for 
all drinking water and wastewater systems improvements completed to date ... " 
On September 14, 2010, on behalf of V.P. Incorporated, the Idaho Club's 
engineer, lvfr. Scott l'vfcNee ofT-O Engineers, submitted a request for extension 
of time on this item. On November 5, 2010, MODIFICATION, WASTEWATER 
REUSE PER.WT, PERA1IT No. LA-000123-02, APPENDIX "A" was issued 
changing the due date of this item from: Prior to 60 days after permit issuance. 
to: no later than January 28. 2011. Record drmvings prepared on August 30, 
2011 and submitted to the Department on September 6, 2011, by T-0 Engineers 
were accepted by the Department on October 5, 2011. This item is complete. 
Plan of Operation: "Submittal of an outline or draft Plan of Operation and the 
draft Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual for the wastewater treatment 
and reuse facilities ... " On November 5, 2010, MODIFICATION, WASTEWATER 
REUSE PERMIT, PER.1\!HT No. LA-000123-02, APPENDIX "A" was issued 
changing the due date of this item from: Prior to 60 days after permit issuance. 
to: no later than January 28, 2011. One November 3, 2011 the O&Af JVfanual, 
prepared by T-0 Engineers, was submitted to the Department for review and 
approved by the Department on December 21, 2011. This item is complete. 
CA-012303, Prior to 120 days after permit issuance - "Completion of the power and 
control systems for the two flow meters installed on the lagoon influent mains ... " On 
September 14, 2010, on behalf of VP. Incorporated, the Idaho Club's engineer, Mr. Scott 
McNee ofT-O Engineers, submitted a request for extension of time on this item. On 
November 5, 2010, ilr!ODJFICA.TION, W4STEWATER REUSE PERMIT, PER1vllTNo. 
LA-000123-02, APPENDIX "A" was issued changing the due date of this item from: 
Prior to 120 days after permit issuance, to: no later than January 28, 2011. United 
Crown completed work on the power and control systems for the pressure and gravity 
influent flow meters in August, 2011. Both influent flow meters failed to function as 
designed within the first months of operation. Since that time the units were pulled and 
returned to the factory for evaluation, repair, and calibration. Upon receipt and 
installation, efter repair, the units again failed to perform. The factory did send a factory 
representative to the site as soon as weather conditions improved on site. N~ flow 
meters were installed in December 2013 and Record Drawings were submitted w the 
Department, as identified in Detail 1 I.a above. This item is complete. 
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CA-012304, Prior to 180 days after permit issuance - "A copy of the final Pian of 
Operation and the final operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual for the wastewater 
treatment and reuse facilities shall be submitted by the design engineer ... " On September 
14, 20 I 0, on behalf cf V.P. Incorporated. the Idaho Club's engineer, Mr. Scott McNee of 
T-O Engineers, submitted a request for extension of time on this item. On November 5, 
2010, MODIFICATION, WASTEWATER REUSE PERJ\fJT, PERMIT No. LA-000123-02, 
APPENDIX 'A" was issued changing the due date of this item from: Prior to 120 days 
after permit issuance, to: no later than Aprii 28, 2011. One November 3, 2011 the 
O&lvf Manual, prepared by T-O Engineers, was submitted to the Department for review 
and approved by the Department on December 21, 2011. This item is complete. 
CA-012305, Prior to January 31, 2012 - "IfCA-012301 is implemented, submittal of 
pilot testing data compiled in 2011 and an evaluation report by the engineer regarding 
compliance to date with Class B standards ... " CA-012301 is not required to be 
implemented This item is complete. 
FACILITY MONITORING ACTIVITY: 
1. Volume of Wastewater measured by flow meters on gravity and pressure sewer inlet main, 
discharged into the 7.4 MG Lagoon (LG-012301), weekly: May 1st to October 31 st and 
monthly: November 1" to April 30'b. New f ow meters were installed in December of2013 
with flow verification by the installer, United Crown, and a factory representative from 
McCrometer. Since that time it was determined that the extremely low flows through the 
gravity collection line were not registering on the meter reader. As a temporary solution, 
until more housing units come on line, the gravity shut off valve to the lagoon has be shut to 
allow for effluent to back up in the line and then opened approximately once a week to allow 
for larger volume flow at one time and then re-closed. At this time, influent is far from being 
the limiting component to substantiat compliant operation. Please see attached, 2016 
wastewater lagoon influent log report. 
2. Volume of Wastewater measured by flow meters on effluent pumps, at the discharge point of 
wastewater to irrigation Ponds A-C, daily (when discharging Class B or C wastewater) with 
monthly and annual totals. All effluent for irrigation was pumped to Pond B. Wastewater 
pumped to pond B was measured by the flow meter on the effluent pump dedicated discharge 
line for all effluent. Daily measurements with running annual totals can be found on the 
individual monthly, Idaho Club, Land Application/Reuse, 2016, log sheets, attached. All 
irrigation was Class B. 
3. Volume of water measured by t1ow meters on river intake pumps for supplemental irrigation 
water to irrigation ponds A-C (WW-000123-4), daily with monthly and annual totals. Daily 
measurements with running annual totals for all supplemental river irrigation water used can 
be found on the individual monthly, Idaho Club, Land Application/Reuse, 2016, log sheets, 
attached. 
4 Volume of water applied to each I-nv1U, daily (when irrigating) with monthly and annual 
totals. Daily measurements with running annual totals for all irrigation, including reuse and 
supplemental river water, to Hydraulic Management units MU-012301 (south of Highway 
200) and MU-012302 (north of Highway 200), can be found on the individual monthly, Idaho 
Club, Land Application/Reuse, 2016, log sheets, attached. See table below for annual totals. 
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5. Inches of applied irrigation water, measured monthly with annual total, applied to each 
Hydraulic Management Unit. Calculations for applied reuse and supplemental irrigation 
water can be found in the following table. 
Total Total Total Applied Applied 
Month 
Reuse to Supp to Reuse+Supp North (53 ac) South (28 ac) 
PondB Pond B To Pond B MU-012302 MU-012301 
gallons gallons gallons gallons Ac-in gallons Ac-in 
May 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
June 1,149,500 5,429,000 6,578,500 3,876,000 2.7 2,272,000 3.0 
July 2,624,900 5,767,300 8,392,200 4,757,000 3.3 2,933,000 3.9 
August 933,100 7,028,600 7,961,700 4,746,000 3.3 3,034,000 4.0 
Sept. 0 
Oct. 0 
Totals 4,707,500 18,224,900 22,932,400 13,379,000 9.3 8,239,000 10.8 
6. Inches of precipitation, during active periods of irrigation, June through August, 2016, were 
measured in inches, and ean be found on the individual monthly, Idaho Club, Land 
Application/Reuse, 2016, log sheets, attached. Note: Permit irrigation rates for August are 
3.5 in. and Ave. Effective Precipitation for August is 1.2 for total permit loading of 4.7 in. 
With actual measured precipitation measured at 0.15 in, Total calculated loading in August 
was 4.15 inches. 
7. Depth from surface to ground water, onee prior to start of irrigation and then weekly until 
depth to water exceeds 48 inches below ground surface, measured in inches was done. Depth 
to ground water exceeded 48 inches below ground surface with the piezometers on both the 
north and south side of the highway being dry prior to irrigation and throughout this reuse 
irrigation season of May through October. See, individual monthly, Idaho Club, Land 
Application/Reuse, 2016, log sheets, attached. 
8. The annual water balance, prepared by the Idaho Club's engineer, Mr. Scott McNee ofT-O 
Engineers, is attached to this report. 
9. Turbidity on a continuous and automatically recorded basis (when discharging Class B 
wastewater), prior to disinfection, has been implemented. Turbidity on a continuous basis is 
being run when discharging Class B wastewater. Averaged turbidity measurements are 
recorded daily on the individual monthly, Idaho Club, Land Application/Reuse, log sheets, 
when discharging Class B wastewater. Additionally, automatic shut down of the system at 10 
NTU is functioning. All wastewater discharged this 2016 irrigation season was Class B. 
l 0. Calculation of arithmetic mean of turbidity, daily ( when discharging Class B wastewater), 
prior to disinfection, measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTL). Turbidity 
measurements are recorded daily on the individual monthly, ldaho Club, Land 
Application/Reuse 2016 log sheets when discharging Class B wastewater. All wastewater 
discharged this 2016 irrigation season was Class B. 
11. Total coliform bacteria samples (organisms/l00ml.), after filtration, disinfection, and 30 
minutes of contact time, were pulled (grab sample) Monday through Friday and submitted to an 
Idaho Certified Laboratory for analysis. Samples were pulled during operation, Monday 
through Friday. The median number of total coliform organisms did NOT exceed two and 
two-tents (2.2) per one hundred (100) milliliters, in any samples. No sample exceeded 
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twenty-three (23) as determined from the bacteriological results of the last seven (7) days for 
which analysis was completed. All samples were tested at a state licensed lab. All bacteria 
moritor:ing lab analysis reports are attached. Additionally, all results of coliform bacteria 
testing can be found on the individual monthly, Idaho Club Land Application/Reuse 2016 log 
sheets, attached. 
12. Free chlorine residual, mg/L, was measured daily, after 30 minutes of contact time. Results 
for free chlorine residual were measured and recorded daily and are listed on the individual 
monthly, Idaho Club, Land Application/Reuse, 2016, log sheets, attached. 
13. Document the flow measurement and monitoring equipment calibration per the 
manufacturer's instructions, annually. :'.\few gravity and pressure influent flow meters were 
installed in December 20 l3 and factory calibrated. :'.\fo additional calibration was performed 
during 2014, 2015 or 2016. 
14. Testing for Specific Conductivity, Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), J\itrite + Nitrate Nitrogen, 
and Chloride, in monitoring wells, GW-012301 to 012305 required in April of201 land 2013 
was rescheduled to April of 20 I 2 and 2014 as approved by the Department. Rescheduling 
was requested as a result of the system being under a consent order and not operational in 
April of 2011. 
► Monitoring wells GW-012301 and GW-012305 were sampled prior to irrigation in 2012 as 
reported in the previously submitted 2012 annual report. 
► Monitoring wells GW-012301 and GW-012305 were sampled prior to irrigation in 2014 as 
reported in the previously submitted 2014 annual report. 
► Monitoring wells GW-012302, GW-012303 were not available for sampling. 
► Monitoring well GW-012304 is no longer in service. 
FOLLOW-UP, DEO L"JSPECTION August 30, 2016 
"On August 30, 2016, John Tindall, from the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
Coeur d'Alene Regional Office, conducted an inspection of The Idaho Club recycled water 
facility near Kootenai, Idaho." 
"Based on the observations made during the inspection. DEQfinds that The Idaho Club facility 
was in substantial compliance with the conditions of the reuse permit. " 
Items noted during the inspection: 
l. "}J,Jinimum 5 foot Buffer Distance from Surface Waters and Irrigated Areas - The 
permit requires a minimum 5 foot buffer distance from where recycled water is being 
irrigated and su,face waters (see Section F of the permit). At times during the 2016 
irrigation season, this permit condition was likely not being met for Holes #1 and #15 ... 
The following recommendations were discussed to prevent any discharges to surface 
waters in the 2017 irrigation season: " 
a. "Irrigation of recycled water in 20 I 7 should not occur on Holes #1 and #15 in areas 
ac/jacent to su,face waters until corrections are made to the sprinkler system. The 
corrections will require physical changes to some of the sprinkler locations and types 
of sprinklers used as well as a control strategy for the sprinklers that automatically 
can shut off or not turn on sprinklers if certain meteorological conditions exist (wind 
speed and direction in particular)." 
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The (daho 
CORRECTIVE ACTION: \fo irrigation of recycled water in 2017 will occur on 
Holes #1 and #15 in areas adjacent to surface waters one until DEQ approved 
corrections are made to the sprinkler system. 
b. "The new permit could include a compliance activity with tasks related to correcting 
these problems. DEQ should inspect these areas prior to starting the irrigation of 
recycled water in 2017. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION: No irrigation of recycled water in 2017 will occur on 
Holes #1 and #15 in areas adjacent to surface waters until DEQ has had an 
opportunity to inspect these areas with regard to the new permit compliance activity 
implementation and approval from the Department to proceed. 
NOTES: 
1) The "Idaho Club" golf course is no longer under the ownership of 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development (PBD), LLC. PBD was required to 
take certain actions as outlined in the CAS in items 13 and 14 of that 
CAS. (See below) We do not know if PBD complied with these 
requirements however we are informed that DEQ through its DAG 
has made inquiries with PBD if these requirements were met. 
Additionally VP Inc., through its President Richard Villelli, informed 
the new owners in August of 2014, prior to their acquisition of 
ownership, of the requirements of the CAS. 
2) V.P. Inc. does not, at this time, have authority to alter the "Idaho 
Club" golf course irrigation system. VP Inc. through its RCO does 
have the right as outlined in the CAS at 7b. (see below) to operate the 
application system and could enter onto the property and operate the 
Sprinkler controls in the designated areas that are not in compliance. 
3) Until such time as the new owners accept the terms and conditions 
such as provided for in the DEQ Compliance Agreement Schedule 
(CAS), dated September 12, 2013 - LAND APPLICA TIO:'.'I OF 
REUSE WASTEWATER IS SHUT DOWN. 
4) Storage lagoons have limited capacity. If the new owners are not 
required by DEQ to abide by the same terms as PBD in the relatively 
near future, sewer service to existing service connections mav require 
termination. 
5) V.P. Inc., over the past several years, operating under extremely 
adversarial conditions, has made every effort, both operationally and 
financially, to maintain the wastewater reuse system at the Idaho 
Club in compliance with Department issued permit terms and 
conditions. It has now become apparent that V.P. Inc. has reached an 
impasse and is not in a position, solely, to comply with these latest 
inspection requirements. However VP Inc., as mentioned above, 
could operate the sprinkler controls in the designated non-compliant 
areas. Because this could compromise the grass during hot days it 
would be preferable for the new owners to come into compliance with 
the CAS and the suggestions of John Tindall. 
6) The new owners have sent us an eviction notice to leave the property 
by February and the DEQ management is familiar with that notice. 
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The following three sections are copied from the CAS letter reference above 
for easy reference. 
7. b. The appiication of recycled water to the land swface requires the direct oversight of a 
licensed land application RCO (IDAPA 58.0U6.203 07). Consequently, the irrigation 
schedule/or the Idaho Club go!fcoun-e shall be approved by the land application RCO. 
Since this is a Rule requirement, the ove1"Sight of irrigalion operations using recyc!ed water 
under this Permit shall be the sole responsibility of the RCO and Subseitute RCO (SRCO), in 
the absence of the RCO. Other parties with operational control of the irrigation equipment at 
the irrigation sites must temporarily relinquish control of the equipment to the RCO and/or 
SRCO during recycled water application 
13. I/real property in The Idaho Club (or any portion thereof) is sold by PED prior to 
completion of the requirements of this CAS and termination thereoJ; PBD shall notijy any 
purchaser of the terms and condirions of this CAS and the current status of completion of the 
requirements of this CAS. 
14. The sale of real property in The Idaho Club (or any portion thereof) by PBD shall not 
relieve PBD of its obligation to complete the terms and conditions of this CAS unless the 
purchaser enters into a new CAS or agrees in writing to the assignment of the obligations of 
this CAS. 
SUMMARY: 
Once again, one oflimiting factors in meeting requirements of the Municipal Wastewater Reuse, 
Permit #LA-000123-02 at The Idaho Club has been a lack of funding to support construction and 
operational activities. With VP Inc. having taken on a major role in funding operation at the 
Idaho Club, the system has been operated in substantial compliance with the permit. Completion 
of construction activity still remains a concern. 
All effluent sent to Pond B for irrigation was Class B. Through operational improvements and 
system optimization, turbidity measurements continue to improve. With improved turbidity we 
are able to process more wastewater through the sand filter and were only required to operate the 
wastewater/reuse facilities during June, July and August to sufficiently lower the lagoon. Total 
coliform monitoring had NO results of bacteria presence with all test results being ND. 











The wastewater storage and treatment lagoon was at 8.0 feet of depth when treatment and transfer 
to pond B was halted in 2016. 
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As noted above, new gravity and pressure influent meters were installed in December 20 i 3. 
Extremely low influent flows on the gravity sfde are too low for the influent gravity flow meter to 
read. We would anticipate this to become a non issue as build out expansion continues. In the 
mean time, we have devised operational controls to allow use of this meter by closing the influent 
line, prior to the meter, and opening it approximately once per week to allow the larger volume 
built up behind the meterto flow through the meter. At the end of the 2016 reporting period, both 
gravity and pressure influent flow meters appeared to be operational. Please see attached, 2016 
wastewater lagoon influent log report. 
Prior to start up, the sand filter was cleaned, disinfected, and new, as specified, sand was added as 
needed. We maintain an inventory ot: as specified, sand for future use as required. 
The Idaho Club wastewater reuse system did operate in substantial compliance with permit 
conditions during the 2016 permit cycle. 
As noted above, The Idaho Club wastewater reuse system is not in a position to operate in 
substantial compliance with permit conditions during the 2017 permit cycle and is now shut 
down until required agreement between The fdaho Club Golf Course owners, V. P. Inc., and 
DEQ can be reached. 







c: Dick Vi!lelli, VP lnc., 533739 Highway 95, Bonners Ferry, [D 83805 
Scott Mc Nee, T-O Engineers, W. 280 Prairie Ave., Coeur d'Alene, 1D 838 l 5-7710 
Attachments: 
The Idaho Club 
2016 Annual R~porl 
Wastewater Land Application/Reuse Monthly Log Reports 2016 - (3 pages) 
Certificates of Analysis, Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
Wastewater lagoon influent log report for 20 l 6 
The Idaho Ciub Golf Course Storage Lagoon and Land Application System Water Balance 





































00 > TOTALS 
THE IDAHO CLUB 
LAND APPLICATION/REUSE - JUNE 2016 - CLASS 11 8 11 
28319500 lONYUl&o,: I 1-0 moJ! min 1 0 lllg,flM!fl I 5,180,678 Max. 2,736,962 Max. 7,917,640 Max. 
TO Supplemental TOTAL 5NTUM<>. Monitoring COURSE COURSE COURSE 
LAGOON IRRIG. FROM TO FREE 10TAL WELLS Pond IRRIG. IRRIG. IRRIG. 
TIME METER POND 11 8 11 POND "B11 POND 11 8 11 TURB. CL2 COLIF No. So. Level NORTH SOUTH TOTAL Precip 
0630 28319500 0 35000 35000 NA NA NA Dry Dry 19000 16000 35000 0.00 
0700 28319500 0 354000 354000 NA NA NA 233000 121000 354000 0.00 
0700 28319500 0 51000 51000 NA NA NA 40000 11000 51000 0.00 
0530 28319500 0 322000 322000 NA NA SAT 183000 139000 322000 0.00 
0630 28319500 0 286000 286000 NA NA SUN 161000 125000 286000 0.00 
0500 28319500 0 348000 348000 NA NA NA Drv Drv 218000 130000 348000 0.00 
0500 28319500 0 442000 442000 NA NA NA 274000 168000 442000 0.00 
0600 28319500 0 410000 410000 NA NA NA 256000 154000 410000 0.00 
0600 28319500 0 369000 369000 NA NA NA 235000 134000 369000 0.01 
0600 28319500 0 40000 40000 NA NA NA 20000 20000 40000 0.01 
0600 28319500 0 65000 65000 NA NA SAT 56000 9000 65000 0.15 
0500 28319500 0 58000 58000 NA NA SUN 43000 15000 58000 0.01 
0500 28319500 0 334000 334000 NA NA NA 211000 123000 334000 0.00 
0500 28319500 0 13000 13000 NA NA NA 5000 8000 13000 0.00 
0900 28388400 68900 0 68900 0.75 9.0 ND Ory Dry 15.9 5000 4000 9000 0.00 
0900 28439200 50800 308200 359000 0.43 9.0 ND 227000 132000 359000 0.00 
0900 28482400 43200 325800 369000 0.50 8.8 ND 241000 128000 369000 0.20 
0800 28546400 64000 9000 73000 0.83 8.8 SAT 45000 28000 73000 0.00 
0900 28609900 63500 273500 337000 0.91 8.8 SUN 212000 125000 337000 0.01 
0900 28675400 65500 0 65500 1.15 8.5 ND Orv Drv 15.5 10000 3000 13000 0.00 
0900 28741000 65600 267400 333000 0.73 7.0 ND 212000 121000 333000 0.00 
0900 28809900 68900 0 68900 0.43 7.0 ND 12000 25000 37000 0.10 
0900 28881200 71300 276700 348000 0.40 6.0 ND 211000 137000 348000 0.00 
0900 28964200 83000 0 83000 0.32 5.5 ND 3000 6000 9000 0.01 
0900 29046700 82500 0 82500 1.03 3.0 SAT 2000 0 2000 0.70 
0900 29129800 83100 0 83100 1.50 3.0 SUN 3000 0 3000 0.00 
0900 29215400 85600 0 85600 1.00 3.0 ND Orv Ory 15.0 33000 1000 34000 0.00 
0900 29297900 82500 282500 365000 0.70 3.0 ND 242000 123000 365000 0.00 
0900 29384200 86300 253700 340000 0.60 3.0 ND 215000 125000 340000 0.00 
0900 29469000 84800 305200 390000 0.50 3.0 ND 249000 141000 390000 0.00 
1149500 5429000 6578500 3876000 2272000 6148000 1.20 
NOTE: Total Coliform bacteria must be sampled daily with 2.2 average and not to exceed 23 cfu/100 ML sample results (from last 7 days) 
Shut system down if: Bacteria test results are >23 or Turbidity is >10.0 NTU or >5 Avg. NTU or Chlorine <1.0 mg/L 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
1 
Location: Land App 
· - · Grabs- --
Analyte 
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016060308 
Project: Idaho Club 
Date Received: 06/15/201611:45 
Matrix: 
0/T Collected: 




- Claire· Hansen --· 
PQL Analysis Date 
Page: 1 of 1 
Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 06/17/16 II.IT I 
deg. C Infrared 06/15/16 JM I 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL {Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
Laboratory Supervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date; 06117/16 9499 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Tran 
Sandpoint , ID 83864 
1 
Location: Land App 
Sample - Grai:,s-- -
Analyte 
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No .. 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 9221B 1.8 06/18/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 06/16/16 JM I 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
signed by: Mueller Date: 06/20/16 9500 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 






Land App Tap 
-U-raos ·-
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst j 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 06/19/16 WM I i 
deg.C Infrared 06/17/16 JM I 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
J( 
Mueller Date: 06/20/16 9501 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 I 5 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 






Land App Tap 
Grabs 
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project Idaho Club 
Date Received: 06/20/2016 14:45 
Matrix: 
0/T Collected: 





Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 06/22116 MT 
deg.C Infrared 06/20/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
Walter Mueller Date: 06122/16 9502 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 








Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 





-Coflectect by: ··- ··Claire Hans-en 
2016060404 
Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92238 1 06/23/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 06/21/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
/1 
L.oilter },RU!ee, ~ 
Laboratory Supervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 06/23/16 9503 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Pbone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 








Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 






· - Claire- Hansen -
2016060422 
Page: 1 crf 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 06/24/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 06/22/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL {Practical Quantitation 
limit for this method). 
Comments: 
Laboratory Date: 06/24116 9504 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
-Sample.Tyi,16:-- - Grabs· 
Analyte 
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 
Date Received: 06/23/2016 11:35 
Matrix: 
orr Collected: 





Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 06/25/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 06123/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
Laboratory Supel'Visor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 06127/16 9505 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 






Land App Tap 
·Grabs 
Total Coliform Bacteria 




Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 





· - - ·-- - "COtlected br- - ·e1aire Planseri -· 
2016060471 
Page: 1 of 1 
Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 06/26/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 06/24/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL {Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
Mueller Date: 06/27/16 9506 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratet~ting.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
s--ample Type:--- - -Graos --
Analyte 
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016060492 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Club 







Claire Hansen - - · 
PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 9221B 1.8 06/29/16 AC 
deg. C infrared 06/27/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this n)ethod). 
Comments: 
Walter Mueller Date: 06/29/16 9507 
Accurate :Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Id 83815 




Hidden lake$ Idaho Club 




Sample Type: Grass 
IAnalyte 
Tota[ Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst I 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 06/30/16 AC 
deg. C Infrared 06/28/16 JM 
If the RESUd is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 




Laboratory Supervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller 
Ji 
Date: 06/30/16 9508 
Accurate ;Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark; Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
8 Fax {208} 762 9082 
www. com 
info@accuratet~ng.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
Sample Type; ··· - Grabs --
Analyte 
Total Coliform B~cteria 







Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page; 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM9221B 1.8 07/01/16 MT ' 
deg. C Infrared 06/29/16 WM 
If the RESUL t is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 





Digitally by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/01/16 9509 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 183815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratete$fing.com 
Hiddert Lakes, Idaho Club 
67 Wil~ Horse Trail 
Sandpqint , ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land 
Graos -- - -
Anal~ 
Total Coliform B~cteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 07/02/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 06/30/16 JM 
If the RESUL T:is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Umit for this m~thod). 
Comments: 
Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/05/16 9510 
THE IDAHO CLUB 
LAND APPLICATION/REUSE - JULY 2016 - CLASS 11 8 11 
29469000 10NYUMOl( Ulfl1ll/lm<O 10trl\lfl~n I 6,619,755 Max. 3,497,229 Max. 10,116,984 Max. 
TO Supplemental TOTAL 5 NTlJ Max Monitoring COURSE COURSE COURSE 
LAGOON IRRIG. FROM TO Averag0 FREE TOTAL WELLS Pond IRRIG. IRRIG. IRRIG. 
DATE TIME METER POND"B" POND 11 B" POND "B" TURB. CL2 COLIF No. So. Level NORTH SOUTH TOTAL Precip 
7-01-16 0900 29551600 82600 299400 382000 0.95 3.0 ND Dry Dry 233000 149000 382000 0.00 
7-02-16 0930 29640500 88900 311100 400000 0.90 3.0 SAT 252000 148000 400000 0.00 
7-03-16 0630 29713900 73400 0 73400 0.90 3.0 SUN 11000 2000 13000 0.00 
7-04-16 0900 29808500 94600 255400 350000 0.91 3.0 HOL 215000 135000 350000 0.00 
7-05-16 0900 29894800 86300 280700 367000 0.89 3.0 ND Orv Orv 234000 133000 367000 0.00 
7-06-16 0900 29982000 87200 0 87200 0.88 3.0 ND 25000 34000 59000 0.01 
7-07-16 0900 30067000 85000 0 85000 0.88 3.6 ND 12000 16000 28000 0.00 
7-08-16 0900 30152500 85500 331500 417000 0.90 3.8 ND 262000 155000 417000 0.01 
7-09-16 0900 30237900 85400 0 85400 0.91 3.2 SAT 1000 0 1000 0.35 
7-10-16 0630 30291400 53500 0 53500 0.95 3.5 SUN 2000 1000 3000 0.10 
7-11-16 0930 30386700 95300 0 95300 0.90 3.7 ND Dry Dry 3000 1000 4000 0.00 
7-12-16 0900 30467000 80300 0 80300 1.10 3.2 ND 6000 5000 11000 0.00 
7-13-16 0600 30529600 62600 328400 391000 1.10 3.5 ND 251000 140000 391000 0.00 
7-14-16 0900 30624400 94800 253200 348000 0.90 3.2 ND 215000 133000 348000 0.00 
7-15-16 0900 30707700 83300 299700 383000 0.70 3.6 ND 237000 146000 383000 0.00 
7-16-16 0900 30793100 85400 0 85400 1.10 3.7 SAT 27000 11000 38000 0.00 
7-17-16 0900 30878800 85700 239300 325000 0.90 3.2 SUN 200000 125000 325000 0.25 
7-18-16 0900 30966300 87500 0 87500 1.20 3.9 ND Dry Dry 8000 19000 27000 0.00 
7-19-16 1030 31060400 94100 271900 366000 1.70 3.9 ND 11' 223000 143000 366000 0.00 
7-20-16 0900 31138800 78400 296600 375000 1.70 3.7 ND 232000 143000 375000 0.00 
7-21-16 1130 31231700 92900 303100 396000 1.90 3.3 ND 249000 147000 396000 0.00 
7-22-16 0900 31309800 78100 324900 403000 2.20 3.6 ND 247000 156000 403000 0.00 
7-23-16 0630 31387100 77300 0 77300 2.50 3.8 SAT 3000 3000 6000 0.25 
7-24-16 0900 31472000 84900 0 84900 2.70 3.5 SUN 1000 2000 3000 0.00 
7-25-16 0900 31559500 87500 253500 341000 1.90 3.8 ND Orv Dry 209000 132000 341000 0.00 
7-26-16 0900 31649100 89600 286400 376000 1.70 3.6 ND 237000 139000 376000 0.00 
7-27-16 0900 31738100 89000 286000 375000 1.50 3.9 ND 232000 143000 375000 0.00 
7-28-16 0900 31826200 88100 300900 389000 1.30 3.7 ND 10.5' 243000 146000 389000 0.00 
7-29-16 0900 31914600 88400 319600 408000 1.20 3.9 ND 253000 155000 408000 0.00 
7-30-16 0530 31990700 76100 296900 373000 1.20 3.9 SAT 233000 140000 373000 0.00 
tt 7-31-16 0900 32093900 103200 228800 332000 1.00 3.7 SUN Dry Dry 201000 131000 332000 0.00 
(J 
_ TOTALS 2624900 5767300 8392200 4757000 2933000 7690000 0.97 
NOTE: Total Coliform bacteria must be sampled daily with 2.2 average and not to exceed 23 cfu/100 ML sample results (from last 7 days) 
Shut system down If: Bacteria test results are >23 or Turbidity is >10.0 NTU or >5 Avg. NTU or Chlorine <1.0 mg/L 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlari Way 
Coeur cl'Alene, IP 83815 
Phone (208) 762 $378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratet$ting.com 
info@accuratetesting.com 
Hidd~n Lakes Idaho Club 
67 W(ld Horse Trail 
Sand!i)oint , ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
!Analyte 
!Total 8oliform ~acteria 






Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Oub 





- -eotlectectbr -- elaire Hansen -
2016070006 
Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 07/03116 WM 
deg. C Infrared 07/01/16 JM 
is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Comments: 
Mueller Date: 07/05/16 9512 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 ~ieadowlarki Way 
Coeu · 83815 
Phon 378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
.com 
ing.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
. I 
67 Wiid Horse 'Trail 
Sandpoint , ID ,83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
Sample =Fype:- - -urabs- -- --------
Analyte Result 
' 
Total Coliform B.acteria ND 
Temperature (Sample Received) 3.9 
Unit 
Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Oub 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07/07116 MT l 
deg. C Infrared 07/05/16 JM I 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this rriethod). 
Comments: 
Walter Mueller Date: 07/07/16 9513 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 fl4eadowlarkl Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 





Hidd~n lakeJ Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 






land App Tap 
Grabs 
Total qollform =:--·-' ;;;; 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Oub 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst I 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07/11/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 07/06/16 JM 
If the1RESUL tis 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 




Laboratory :Supervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/11/16 9514 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, I.Df 83815 




Hidden Lake~ Idaho Club 
67 Horse:frail 
Sandpoint , ID 83864 
Sample: ' 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
Sample Type: Grabs 
,AnalY,te 
I 
Total Coliform ~-•- •ct 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Oub 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/09/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 07/07/16 JM 
If the RESUL tis 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 





laboratory Supervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07111/16 9515 
Accurate testing Labs, LLC 
7950 M Way 
Coeur d' 83815 
Phone (208) 762 ,378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratettng.com 
Hidden Lake Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse rail 






Land App Tap 
Grabs 
Total Coliform Ejacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07/10/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 07/08/16 JM 
is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
ethod). 
Comments: 
Date: 07/11/16 9516 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadow . Way 
Coeur d'Ale 83 815 
Phone (2 Fax (208) 762 9082 
WWW. 
info@l;ICCUratet 
Hidden La~ Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID '83864 
Sample: 1 




Total Coliform ~cteria 




Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070149 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Oub 
Date Received: 07/11/2016 11:45 
Matrix: Waste Water 
DIT Collected: 07/11/2016 10:00 
Collected by:- ·- 61aire·Hansen 
Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/1.00mL SM 92218 1.8 07/13/16 AC 
deg. C Infrared 07/11/16 JM I 
If the RESUl ls 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this ml.:!thnrf\ 
Comments: 
Mueller Date: 07/13/16 9517 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 









Total Coliform 8!3cteria 




Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070203 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Club 
Date Received: 07/12/201611:15 
Matrix: Waste Water 
DfT Collected: 07112/2016 10:00 
- - -·- Collected - Claire Hanserr- -
Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/15/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 07/12/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this mat l'ln.rn 
Comments: 
Walter Mueller Date: 07/15/16 9518 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
' 7950 Meadowlark! Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ml 83815 
Phone (20 · 78 Fax (208) 762 9082 
.com 
.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
l 
67 Wild Horse 'r rail 






Land App Tap 
Grabs 
Total Coliform Bacteria 






Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Qub 
Date Received: 07/13/2016 09:25 
Matrix: 
orr Collected: 
Collected by: . 
Waste Water 
07/13/2016 08:00 
. Claire -Han·sen .. 
2016070224 
Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/15/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 07/13/16 JM 
If the RESUL 1 is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Umit for this method). 
Comments: 
by: Walter 9519 
Accurate fresting Labs, LLC 
7950 MeadowlarlqWay 
Coeur d'Alene, ID( 83815 
Phone ( Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.a .com 
info@accuratetel,ting.com 
Hidden lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
i 
Analyte 
Total Coliform B~cteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07/16/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 07/14116 JM 
If the RESUq is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this ,.,., .. thnf'I\ 
Comments: 
Date: 07/18/16 9520 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadow!ij'Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 815 
Phone (208) 762 78 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratet~ng.com 
info@accuratet~ng.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID ~3864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
-·-/ ..,,. 
Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070290 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Oub 
Date Rece[ved: 07/15/2016 11 :45 
Matrix: Waste Water 
D/T Collected: 07/15/2016 10:00 
sample 'Fype:-, -Grabs---· -- -- --· ------- ---- - - - - -- - -eottectectt,y-· ···--etatre-Hansen 
!Analyte Result Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
jTotal Coliform B,gctelia ND MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07/17/16 WM 
jTemperature (S~mple Received) 13.1 deg. C Infrared 07/15116 JM 
l 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this n,ethod). 
Comments: 
Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/18/16 9521 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 MeadowlarkiWay 
Coeurd'Alene,JD:83815 




Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse hail 
Sandpoint , ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
location: land AppTap 
- --Sample.:r..ype: - Grabs-
\ 
!Analyte 
·Total Coliform B~cteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/20/16 AC 
deg. C Infrared 07/18/16 JM I 
is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Comments: 
L~~ M cJ}< 
laboratory Supervisor, Digftally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/20/16 9522 
Accurate tresting Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark;Way 
Coeur d'Alene, IDi 83815 
Phone (208) 7 78 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.a .com 
info@accuratete)rting.com 
Hidden Lakel:l Idaho Club 
I 
67 Wild Horse !Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
Type:: nrabs - - -~ -- -
Analyte Result 
! 
Total Coliform B;acteria ND 
!Temperature (S~mple Received) 12.1 
' 
Unit 
Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 





eo11ectect-by:--·-- -elaire tiansen 
2016070345 
Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM9221B 1.8 07/21/16 AC 
deg. C Infrared 07/19/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this m'i:>-thnni 
Comments: 
Date: 07/21/16 9523 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlar!cWay 
Coeur d'Alene, ID: 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8378 Fax (208) 762 91)82 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetel.ting.co m 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 







land App Tap 
Graes--
'Total Coliform B~cteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Qub 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst I 
i 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 07/22/16 MT l 
deg. C Infrared 07/20/16 JM l 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
limit for this mo,tn,-,,rt\ 
Comments: 
by: Walter 9524 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark:Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 




Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 






Land App Tap 
--Gr-abs--
Total Colifonn Bacteria 
i 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070399 
Project Idaho Club 






07/21/2016 11 :30 
-C-tafre---Hansen · ---
PQL Analysis Date 
Page: 1 of 1 
Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07123/16 WM I 
deg. C Infrared 07121/16 WM I 
is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Comments: 
Digitally signed Walter Mueller 9525 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 MeadowiarkWay 
Coeur d'Alene, ID• 83 815 




Hidden lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID !33864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
Sample-Type:- -Grabs 
Analyte 
Total Coliform Bacteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070412 
Project: Idaho Club 








PQL Analysis Date 
Page: 1 of 1 
Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/24116 WM 
deg. C Infrared 07/22/16 JM I 
is 'ND' (Not Detected} or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Comments: 
L~~µ 2'·· 
Laboratory Supervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/25/16 9526 
Accurate testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark }Vay 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 3815 
Phone (208) 762 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accurate!testing 
info@accuratet 
Hidden Lakes )Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
I 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
--- s-a-mpll:f"Type: - --Gratls 
,._,_ ... _ .......... , ..... 
,Total Coliform B~eria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070436 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Club 








PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/27/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 07/25/16 JM 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 




Digitally signed by: Mueller Date: 07/27/16 9527 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark }Vay 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (208) 762 8~78 Fax {208} 762 9082 
www.accuratet~ng.com 
info@accuratetespng.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Tjrail 
Sandpoint , ID a3864 
i 
Sample: 1 
location: Land App 
---Sampte·Type: - -Gratis-- -- -·-· " --··---
!Analyte Result 
iT otal Coliform Bapteria ND 
Temperature (Sarpple Received) 8.6 
Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016070470 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Club 
Date Received: 07/26/2016 11:50 
Matrix: Waste Water 
Dff Collected: 07/26/2016 10:00 
·--- ·-COMected by:---1C=>.Jl ..... aiteiiansen -- -- --- -
Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 07/28/16 MT I 
deg. C Infrared 07/26/16 JM i 
If the RESULT Js 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
limit for this mE:ithod). 
Comments: 
Walter Mueller Date; 07/28116 9528 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID )3815 
Phone (208) 7=2 8 
1
78 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accurat ·ng.com 
info@accuratet . .com 
Hidden Lakes lldaho Club 
67 Wild Horse 1rail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
-----SamplB"=fype:--,-5rabs--- -
Analyte 
Total Coliform Bejcteria 






Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project Idaho Club 
Date Received: 07/27/201611:47 
Matrix: Waste Water 
07/2712016 10:00 
2016070514 
Page: 1 of 1 
D/T Collected: 
- - -Ooltected0 -C1aire Hansen --- -- - · ---
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/29/16 Mr 
deg. C Infrared 07/27/16 JM 
If the RESULT :is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this m~thod}. 
Comments: 
ft ! ~-Lt0ite;:h~ ~ 
laboratory s,pervfsor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 07/29/16 9529 
Accurate testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlarkj}ay 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 3815 
Phone (208) 762 8 78 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetes,ng.com 
info@accuratet~ing.com 
Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse ljrail 




Location: Land App Tap 
- ---Sample-'fype:- ~rabs --·-----
Analyte i 
Total Colifonn B~cteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 






Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 9221B 1.8 07/30/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 07/28/16 JM 
If the RESULT js 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 




Laboratory Sllpervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 08/01/16 9530 
1 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 




Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse lf rail 
Sandpoint , JD ~3864 
I 
Sample: 1 
Location: 1 Land App Tap 
Anafyte 
I 
Total Coliform Bapteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 07/31/16 WM i 
deg.C Infrared 07/29/16 JM I 
If the RESULT 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this msawnr,n 
Comments: 
Laboratory Walter Mueller 9531 
THE IDAHO CLUB 
LAND APPLICATION/REUSE -AUGUST 2016 - CLASS 11 8 11 
32093900 lONYUt.lit~ 1.0~m!O I 5,036,770 Max. 2,660,935 Max. 7,697,705 Max. 
TO Supplemental TOTAL 5NTU Max, Monitoring COURSE COURSE COURSE 
LAGOON IRRIG. FROM TO Average FREE TOTAL WELLS Pond IRRIG. IRRIG. IRRIG. 
DATE TIME METER POND 11 B11 POND"B" POND 11 B11 TURB. CL2 , COLIF No. So. Level NORTH SOUTH TOTAL Precip 
8-01-16 0900 32185800 91900 268100 360000 1.1 3.1 ND Dry Dry 10" 224000 136000 360000 0.00 
8-02-16 0900 32275500 89700 328300 418000 0.9 3.9 ND 248000 170000 418000 0.00 
8-03-16 0900 32360400 84900 329100 414000 0.9 3.8 ND 248000 166000 414000 0.00 
8-04-16 0900 32446500 86100 290900 377000 0.8 3.6 ND 9.5" 235000 142000 377000 0.00 
8-05-16 0900 32529900 83400 292600 376000 1.0 3.8 ND 239000 137000 376000 0.00 
8-06-16 1030 32619300 89400 302600 392000 1.1 3.9 SAT 252000 140000 392000 0.00 
8-07-16 0900 32698700 79400 0 79400 1.0 3.7 SUN 52000 10000 62000 0.00 
8-08-16 0900 32780800 82100 0 82100 0.9 3.8 ND Dry Dry 58000 16000 74000 0.10 
8-09-16 0900 32863900 83100 0 83100 0.9 3.6 ND 52000 9000 61000 0.00 
8-10-11 0930 32946700 82800 0 82800 1.1 3.9 ND 8.5" 8000 11000 19000 0.05 
8-11-16 1130 33027000 80300 0 80300 1.4 3.8 ND 8.0" 4000 6000 10000 0.00 
8-12-16 33027000 0 389000 389000 NA NA NA 237000 152000 389000 0.00 
8-13-16 33027000 0 397000 397000 NA NA SAT 251000 146000 397000 0.00 
8-14-16 33027000 0 366000 366000 NA NA SUN 230000 136000 366000 0.00 
8-15-16 33027000 0 360000 360000 NA NA NA 228000 132000 360000 0.00 
8-16-16 33027000 0 0 0 NA NA NA 0 0 0 0.00 
8-17-16 33027000 0 773000 773000 NA NA NA 471000 302000 773000 0.00 
8-18-16 33027000 0 415000 415000 NA NA NA 271000 144000 415000 0.00 
8-19-16 33027000 0 215000 215000 NA NA NA 61000 154000 215000 0.00 
8-20-16 33027000 0 190000 190000 NA NA SAT 33000 157000 190000 0.00 
8-21-16 33027000 0 0 0 NA NA SUN 0 0 0 0.00 
8-22-16 33027000 0 378000 378000 NA NA NA 242000 136000 378000 0.00 
8-23-16 33027000 0 404000 404000 NA NA NA 265000 139000 404000 0.00 
8-24-16 33027000 0 474000 474000 NA NA NA 295000 179000 474000 0.00 
8-25-16 33027000 0 434000 434000 NA NA NA 282000 152000 434000 0.00 
8-26-16 33027000 0 422000 422000 NA NA NA 260000 162000 422000 0.00 
Cf_ 
~ 
"TOTALS 933100 7028600 7961700 4746000 3034000 7780000 0.15 
NOTE: Total Coliform bacteria must be sampled daily with 2.2 average and not to exceed 23 cfu/100 ML sample results (from last 7 days) 
Shut system down If: Bacteria test results are >23 or Turbidity is >10.0 NTU or >5 Avg. NTU or Chlorine <1.0 mg/L 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 





Hidden lakeJ Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID 
I 
Sample: 1 
Location: Land App Tap 
Analyte 
' Total Coliform Bflcteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 






Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst · 
MPN/100ml SM 9221B 1.8 08/03/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 08/01/16 JM i 
If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 




Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlarl!I Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID! 83815 




Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Sample: 1 
Land App Tap Location: 
----5amp1e-,=y~-- e,at,s--------- ------- -- ---------· 
iAnalyte Result 
' 
!Total Coliform B~ena ND 
Temperature (S$lple Received) 8.3 
Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2.016080085 
Project: Idaho Club 






Unit Method PQL Analysis Date 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 08/04/16 
deg. C Infrared 08/02116 




If the RESULT is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 




Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlarlt Wav 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Phone (20&) 78 Fa,'{ (20&) 762 90&2 
www.accurat .com 
info@accuratete!sting.com 
Hidden lakes Idaho Club 
\ 




- Sample--T-ype: - Grabs--·- -------- -·---· ----- --
•Analyte Result Unit 
Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016080097 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho aub 
Date Received: 08/03/2016 10:55 
Matrix: Waste Water 
D!T Collected: 08/03/2016 09:00 
--Cottected '""cycr-.--elaire Hans:en-- -----· --
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
!Total Coliform Bktcterla ND MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 08/05/16 MT 
!Temperature (S~ple Received) 9.1 deg.C Infrared 08/03/16 JM 
If the RES UL~ is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical _Quantitation 
Limit for this method). 
Comments: 
signed by: Mueller 9535 
i 
Accurate .Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowld Way 
Coeur d'Al 83815 
Phone (20 78 Fax (208) 762 9082 
WWW. 
info@accuratet 
Hidden Lake~ Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 











Total Coliform B~cteria 




Certificate of Analysis 
Order No .. 2016080129 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project Idaho Club 
Date Received: 08/04/2016 11 :22 
Waste Water 
D/T Collected: ucmJ-.,,::.u 09:30 
Collected 
Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst . 
MPN/100mL SM 9221B 1.8 08/06/16 WM I 
deg. C Infrared 08/04/16 JM I 
If the RE SUL r is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this marnn,,.,, 
Comments: 
laboratory Digitally signed Walter Mueller Date: 08/08/16 9536 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlarlf Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Iq 83815 
Phone (208) 762 f378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.accuratetesting.com 
info@accuratetrng.com 
Hidden Lake~ Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse ~rail 






Land App Tap 
Gral5s 
:Total Coliform ~cteria 





· Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN1100ml SM 92218 1.8 08/07/16 WM 
deg. C Infrared 08/05/16 JM 
If the RESUL~ is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this m thod). 
Comments: 
L~~• 
Laboratory Speivf sor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 08/08/16 9537 
AccuratelTesting Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlari Way 
Coeur ' 83815 
Phone 378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
wvJW.accuratet ·ng.com 
info@accu ·ng.com 
Hidd,n Lakef Idaho Club 








Land App Tap 
Grabs 
Total Goliform s1;acteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Oub 








Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 9221B 1.8 08/10/16 MT I 
deg. C Infrared 08/08/16 JM 
l 
If the RESUL lj is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this mbthod). 
Comments: 
, Digitally signed by: Wafter Mueller Date: 08/10/16 9538 
Accurateifesting Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadow! Way 
Coeur d'Alene, 83815 
Phone (208) 762 378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.a; g.com 
info@~ccuratet • .com 
Hidden lakes Idaho Club 
I 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , ID ~3864 
' j 
I 
Sample: I 1 




Total Coliform Ba.cteria 




Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 2016080204 
Page: 1 of 1 
Project: Idaho Oub 
Date Received: 08/09/2016 11:28 
Matrix: Waste Water 
D/T Collected: 08/09/2016 09:30 
eolrectea-by:- - ·- --etaire- Hansen -
Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 08/11/16 AC I 
deg. C Infrared 08/09/16 JM I 
If the RESUL 7 is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this m :rthad). 
Comments: 
signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 08/11/16 9539 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 Meadowlark !way 
Coeurd'Alene,ID/83815 




Hidden Lakes Idaho Club 
67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint • ID ~3864 
Sample: I 1 
Location: Land App Tap 





iTotal Coliform s+cteria 





Certificate of Analysis 
Order No.: 
Project: Idaho Club 






- Claire Hansen 
2016080278 
Page: 1 of 1 
Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst 
MPN/100mL SM 92218 1.8 08/12/16 MT 
deg. C Infrared 08/10/16 JM 
If the RESULT1is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the PQL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this m' od). 
Comments: 
µpervisor, Digitally signed by: Walter Mueller Date: 08/12/16 9540 
Accurate Testing Labs, LLC 
7950 M Way 
Certificate of Analysis 
83815 
378 Fax (208) 762 9082 
www.a ting.com Order No.: 2016080314 
info@a ng.com 
Page: 1 of 1 
Hidden Lakel Idaho Club Project Idaho dub 
' 67 Wild Horse Trail 
Sandpoint , 10183864 Date Received: 08/11/201612:35 
Sample: 1 Matrix: Waste Water 
Location: Land App Tap Off Collected: 08/11/2016 10:00 
I 
·-~~--ctatrerran~n--- --
;Analyte I Result Unit Method PQL Analysis Date Analyst I 
IT otal Coliform Bf:icieria ND MPN/100ml SM 92218 1.8 08/13/16 WM I 
Temperature (S~mp!e Received) 7.8 deg. C Infrared 08/11/16 JM I 
I 
If the RESUL 11 is 'ND' (Not Detected) or 'Absent', that means the concentration is less than the POL (Practical Quantitation 
Limit for this m~thod). 
Comments: 
Walter Mueller Date: 08/15116 9541 
THE IDAHO CLUB 
2016 WASTEWATER LAGOON INFLUENT 
12-07-15 1100 38000 1000 2021000 12000 
GRAVllY PRESSURE YTD 
FLOW GRAVllY FLOW PRESSURE INFLUENT 
DATE TIME METER TOTAL METER TOTAL TOTAL 
01-04-16 1130 39000 1,000 2140000 119,000 120,000 
02-01-16 1230 40000 1,000 2299000 159,000 280,000 
03-07-16 1230 42000 2,000 2510000 211,000 493,000 
04-04-16 1000 44000 2,000 2615000 105,000 600,000 
05-02-16 1030 45000 1,000 2646000 31000 632 000 
05-09-16 1100 45000 0 2652000 6,000 638,000 
05-16-16 1100 46000 1,000 2661000 9,000 648,000 
05-23-16 1130 48000 2,000 2669000 8,000 658,000 
05-30-16 1200 49000 1,000 2681000 12,000 671,000 
06-06-16 1600 51000 2,000 2690000 9,000 682,000 
06-13-16 1100 51000 0 2700000 10,000 692 000 
06-20-16 1000 51000 0 2709000 9,000 701,000 
06-27-16 1030 53000 2,000 2719000 10,000 713,000 
07-05-16 1100 54000 1,000 2735000 16,000 730,000 
07-12-16 1100 56000 2,000 2748000 13 000 745,000 
07-18-16 1000 58000 2,000 2756000 8,000 755,000 
07-27-16 1030 60000 2,000 2779000 23,000 780,000 
08-01-16 1030 62000 2,000 2789000 10,000 792,000 
08-08-16 1030 63000 1.000 2800000 11,000 804,000 
08-15-16 1230 65000 2,000 2811000 11,000 817,000 
08-22-16 1230 66000 1,000 2815000 4,000 822,000 
08-29-16 1230 68000 2,000 2823000 8,000 832,000 
09-05-16 1130 69000 1.000 2828000 5,000 838,000 
09-12-16 1100 71000 2,000 2832000 4,000 844,000 
09-19-16 1100 73000 2,000 2834000 2 000 848,000 
09-26-16 1100 74000 1,000 2840000 6,000 855,000 
10-03-16 1200 76000 2,000 2844000 4,000 861,000 
10-10-16 1100 77000 1,000 2847000 3,000 865,000 
10-17-16 1200 79000 2,000 2856000 9,000 876,000 
10-24-16 1100 81000 2,000 2867000 11,000 889,000 
10-31-16 1200 82000 1,000 2878000 11,000 901,000 
11-08-16 1200 84000 2,000 2894000 16.000 919,000 
12-05-16 1100 86000 2,000 2947000 53,000 974,000 
NOTES: 1. Read meters weekly, May 1st to October 31st. 






The Idaho Club Golf Course 
Storage Lagoon and Land Application System Water Balance (2015/2016) 
1-19-2017 
Total Available Lagoon Storage Volume = 
Volume in Lagoon 10/31/15 = 
Total Lagoon Surface Area = 
Golf Course Spray Irrigation Area= 
Measured Wastewater 
Wastewater to Irrigation 
Month Influent* Pond B 
(mgal) (mgal) 
November 0.114 0.000 
December 0.120 0.000 
January 0.160 0.000 
Februarv 0.213 0.000 
March 0.107 0.000 
April 0.032 0.000 
Mav 0.039 0.000 
June 0.042 1.150 
July 0.067 2.625 
August 0.052 0.933 
September 0.029 0.000 
October 0.040 0.000 
TOTAL 1.015 4.708 








































































J:\10014\QPfiles\Water Bal 2016.xls 
State of Idaho 
Department of 
Environmental Quality 
2110 Ironwood Parkway • Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 • {208) 769-1422 
February 15, 2017 
Certified Mail Receipt: 
7011 0110 0000 4529 6995 
Charles Reeves 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC 
484 Washington Blvd, B51 l 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Subject: Idaho Club Reuse Permit LA-000123-02 
Dear Mr. Reeves: 
EXHIBIT 
3 
C. L. "Butch' Otter. Governor 
John H. Tippets, Director 
Thank you for your timely response to our letter dated November 29, 2016, and also for providing updated 
contact information. Your January 28, 2017 email response adequately demonstrates compliance with 
Paragraph 13 of the Compliance Agreement Schedule executed on September 11, 2013 (CAS). Regarding 
Paragraph 14 of the CAS: your response did not indicate whether the new owner of the Idaho Club will be 
assuming the obligations of the CAS, nor their intentions to enter into a new CAS. Therefore, PBD is still 
responsible for completing any outstanding terms and conditions of the CAS. 
It is understood from your January 28 th email that Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC (PBD) no longer 
owns properties associated with the Idaho Club. PBD remains the permittee listed on permit LA-000123-02 
issued on July 28, 2010. Permit LA-000123-02 expired on July 28, 2015 but was administratively extended 
because of the application for permit renewal submitted by Inc. on October 23, 2014. As the current 
permittee for the Idaho Club wastewater reuse facility, PBD is still obligated to comply with the limits and 
conditions required by permit LA-000123-02. 
On January 24, 2107, VP, Inc. submitted the 2016 Annual Report for the Idaho Club wastewater reuse 
facility. The annual report is a permit requirements, and a copy of which is attached for your reference. The 
2016 Annual Report states that the "Idaho Club wastewater reuse system is not in a position to operate in 
substantial compliance with permit conditions during the permit cycle and is now shut down." The 2016 
Annual Report also indicates the new owners of the Idaho Club have sent VP, Inc. an eviction notice. Given 
this information, the status of the requirements of permit LA-000123-02, including Section F: Certified 
Operator(s) and Section I.l, is unclear at this time. Please provide DEQ with clarification of how PBD 
intends to comply with the requirements of the existing permit. 
In addition, please inform DEQ of PBD's intention to either remain the permittee or transfer the permit to an 
entity responsible for wastewater operations. The requirements for transfer of permits are listed in 
58.01.17 Section 800. Please note that a request for transfer, either by the permittee or the person to whom 
the permit is proposed to be transferred, must be submitted to DEQ at least 30 days prior to the proposed 
transfer date. If PBD will remain the permittee, please provide DEQ with any agreements between PBD and 
9544 
Charles Reeves/ Certified Mail: 7011 0110 0000 4529 6995 
February 15, 2017 
Page2 
the new owners of the Idaho Club authorizing PBD to operate all components of the recycled water system, 
including the treatment and irrigation components of the system. 
Please provide DEQ a response to the above requested information within 10 business days. Should you 
have any questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (208) 666-4622 
or via e-mail at matthew. laisted a.d .idaho. ov. 
Sincerely, 
Matt Plaisted, P .E. 
Engineering Manager 
Matthew.Pl i te @d 
Enclosure: 2016 Annual Report 
c: Mark Cecchini-Beaver, DEQ Deputy Attorney General, mark.cecchini-beaverr@deg.idaho.gov 
Larry Waters, DEQ, larry.waters@deq.idaho.gov 
Dan Redline, DEQ, daniel. edlin @ g.i o. v 
Dick Villelli, VP Inc. 533739 Highway 95, Bonners Ferry, ID 83805, dick@villellipnw.com 




State of J±;:-z..C,1(", ) 
,,~ :ss 
County of~--> 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC is the current permittee ("Permittee") for the Municipal 
Wastewater Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 for The Idaho Club, originally issued on July 28, 201 0. This 
shall serve as the sworn knowledge and consent of Permittee to the proposed permit transfer request by 
and to Valiant Idaho, LLC from Permittee. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, LLC 
,;) , / ··, 
Signed: -e>,L-4 ... '~ 
Charles Reeves 
,,47 
Subsc~ioed and sworn to before me this ., day of February, 2017. 
JULIA C SWETlSH 
Notary Public - Arizona 
Maricopa County 
. -- •.-4,, r::0 ..... 1...- :=x:::,res Sec, 3 2G st ;, 
i) ,.---. 
l • ----, .· 
Residing at: __________ _ 
/' ~ , -,, 
My Commission expires: ~ 'f.,,"Jt, ::':, ).:_ ! R ...,:_,c,,.,p _,; -
EXHIBIT 
4 
For DEQ Use Only 
Date Stamp: 
log# ___ _ 
File: __________________ _ 
Transmittal Form for Engineering Review 
Consultant/Engineer: DEQ has implemented a statewide program for tracking engineering submittals. Please fill out a{I 
sections (required) and return a completed form with each submittal to DEQ. Failure to include this completed form 
will result In administrative rejection of the project. Only one set of plans/specs/reports/etc is necessary per submittal. 
Date: 02/24/17 12] Standard Review D Grant/Loan D Consent Order/Compliance D QLPE Review _.;..__;;. ____ _ 
Project Title: Idaho Club Reuse Permit Transfer 
New project name? D Old name: 
Summary of Project: Idaho Reuse Permit #LA-00123-02 Transfer Reauest 
City and County: 
Water Purveyor: Valiant Idaho, LLC Sewer Purveyor: 
Included in this submittal: D Checklists D Plans D Specs D Record Drawings D Facility Plan 
D Prelim Engineering Report O O&M Manual O I\P Study O TFM 
D wm Serve Letter(s) D Data/Calculations D Well Site Eval O P&Z App 
Owner Contact Name: _W_il_lia_m_H_a_b_e_rm_a_n ___________________________ _ 
Owner I Developer Company: _V~a_lia""'n-'t_ld_a-'--'h_o-'-,_L_L_C _________________________ _ 
Address: 916 Greenlawn Street 
City I State I Zip: Celebration, FL 34747 
Phone: _.,_(4_0_7-'-}_9_7_3_-7_8_7_5 _____ Emaif: william.haberman@me.com 
0 Water D Sewer C Water Treatment 
C8J Wastewater Treatment O Biosolids/Sludge 
0 Other _______________ _ 
# of Connections: 
Welch Comer Engineers 
Consultant/Engineers - Company Name 
Steve Cordes, P.E. 
Engineer I Contact 
scordes@we!chcomer.com 
Engineer / Contact - Email Address 
(208) 664-9382 
Engineer/ Contact - Phone Number 
Please Leave Blank. For Official DEQ Use Only. 
EXHIBIT 
I 5 Date Modified= October 4, 20·0 
9547 
Transfer Request 
Idaho Reuse Permit #LA-00123-02 
February 24, 2017 
BACKGROUND 
Valiant Idaho has acquired the wastewater collection, treatment, and reuse system located 
within what is commonly known as the Idaho Club. They wish to take over operations of the 
system and are requesting that the existing reuse permit be transferred to them. They are also 
currently preparing an application for a new reuse permit. This request follows IDAPA 58.01 .17 
section 800. 
A Legal name and address of permittee: See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
B. Legal name and address of transferee: See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
C. Location and common name of facility: See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
A tax map showing the properties acquired by Valiant Idaho is also attached. 
D. Date of Proposed transfer: As soon as possible, no later than 30 days from this request 
E. Technical, Financial, and Managerial capacity. See Haberman letter dated February 
24th, additional information is attached. 
F. Signed Declaration by transferee that the transferee has reviewed the permit and 
understands the terms of the permit. See Haberman letter dated February 24th 
G. Permittee Sworn statement: Attached. 
H. See Haberman letter dated February 24th• 
Technical, Financial, Managerial Capacity 
This section provides information regarding the technical, financial, and managerial capacity of 
the Transferee for the Idaho Club reuse system. 
TECHNICAL CAPACnY 
See Haberman letter February 24th• 
Copies of E3's licenses are attached. 
X:\844\44026 Valiant Id Idaho Club\Reuse Transfer Request\Transfer Request.docx 
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FINANCIAL CAPACITY 
See Haberman letter February 24th 
MANAGERIAL CAPACITY 
See Haberman letter February 24th• 
Recommendation of staff qualifications: Our understanding is that the current operator 
requirement for the system is class II treatment with a land application certification. E3 
exceeds these qualifications. We are currently preparing a Technical Report as part of an 
application for a new reuse permit. A new operator classification worksheet will be completed 
as part of this report. 
Communications: TIC Utilities has engaged Welch Comer for professional services and E3 for 
operations. Welch Comer and E3 are very experienced in the design, construction, and 
operations of municipal wastewater systems. They also have good working relationships with 
IDEQ and understand the communication and reporting requirements. 
Planning: Welch Comer and E3 will provide ongoing support to TIC for the long term 
operation, maintenance, and planning of the wastewater system. 





February 24, 2017 
Matt Plaisted, P.E. 
Engineering Manager 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality 
2110 Ironwood Parkway 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Re: Proposed Transfer of The Idaho Club Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 
Dear Matt: 
This memorandum is in support of the proposed transfer of the above-referenced Reuse Permit 
#LA-000123-02. Specifically, see the below responses to Idaho Administrative Code Secs. 800 and 409: 









Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("Permittee") 
Attn: Charles Reeves 
484 Washington Blvd, B511 
Monterey, CA 93940 
TIC Utilities, LLC ("Transferee") 
Its: Managing Member, Valiant Idaho, LLC 
Attn: William Haberman, Manager 
3 10 Charleston Place 
Celebration, FL 34747 
( 407) 973-787 5 
william.haberman@me.com 
The Idaho Club 
216 Clubhouse Way 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
As soon as possible but not later than 30 days from the date of this transfer request. 
See below. 
This memorandum shall serve as Transferee's signed declaration that Transferee has 
reviewed Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02, and fully understands the terms of said Permit. 
Permirtee sworn statement of full knowledge and consent included in transfer request. 
Transferee is not aware of any judicial decree, compliance agreement, enforcement order 
or other outstanding obligating instrument, the terms of which have not been met. 
9551 
IDAPA 58.01.16 - Section 409: 





I1: is the understanding of the Transferee that the Reuse Permit is for an existing system 
that adequately services all of the developed homes and homesites within the service 
area. Transferee may, but is not required to, further develop property within the service 
area. In the event that such development occurs and it requires additions or modifications 
to the existing system, Transferee acknowledges and agrees that it wit! design, construct 
and operate such future improvements within full compliance with the relevant Idaho 
State rules, regulations and laws. 
Transferee will engage E3 Consulting, Attn: Jason Wereley, 900 E Street, Plummer, ID 
83851 as the licensed operator of the system. E3 Consuhing will have a plan in place to 
deal with any and aU emergencies related to the operation of the system. 
Transferee, as a single member LLC wholly owned by Valiant Idaho, LLC, the owner of 
the majority of the real property within the service area, is fully prepared to replace and 
improve all necessary infrastructure, as needed, to support the development efforts of 
Valiant Idaho, LLC. At the present time, Transferee is not aware of any infrastructure 
that is in need of immediate repair or replacement to fully service the service area 
covered by the Permit. 
Trained personnel with an understanding of the technical and operational characteristics 
of the system will be provided under a contract with E3 Consulting, Attn: Jason Wereley, 
as mentioned in our response to 409.0l(b). 




It is the understanding of Transferee that the Reuse Permit is for an existing system 
that adequately services all of the developed homes and homesites within the service 
area. Transferee may, but is not required to, further develop property within the service 
area, but there are no immediate needs for which Transferee wm incur construction 
costs. For the costs of operation and maintenance, there are currently 108 homesites, 
billed $96 per month, for an annual total of$124,4l6. In the event ofa deficit, the 
sole member of Transferee, Valiant Idaho, LLC, has sufficient current assets and access to 
private capital to cover any such deficit. 
As stated above, for the costs of operation and maintenance, there are currently l 08 
homesites, billed $96 per month, for an annual total of$124,416. In the event of a 
deficit, the sole member of Transferee, Valiant Idaho, LLC, has sufficient current 
assets and access to private capital to cover any such deficit. As also previously stated, 
Transferee will engage E3 Consulting, Attn: Jason Wereley, as the licensed operator of 
the system. For accounting and billing, Transferee will engage Panhandle Management, 
Inc., Attn: Tom Curtiss, 30336 Highv,ry 200, Suite D, Ponderay, ID 83852. Panhandle 
Management, Inc. currently handles all of the accounting and billing for The Idaho Club 
Homeowners Association, Inc., and thus has an existing business relationship with the 
current property owners within the service area. 
Transferee believes that the professional combination of E3 Consulting for operations and 
Panhandle Management for accounting and billing. with oversight from the management 
team of Transferee and Valiant Idaho, LLC, will provide more than adequate fiscal 




To the extent necessary or required, Transferee and/or it sole member, Valiant Idaho, LLC 
shall maintain a cash reserve in the amount determined by DEQ to be sufficient to cover 
one ( 1) year of operation and maintenance. 





Transferee acquired the property via foreclosure as documented by the Sheriff's 
Cenificate of Sale recorded November 8, 2016 as Instrument #897573 in the Bonner 
County records, a copy of which is provided. 
Responsible Party - Wastewater System Compliance: 
TIC Utilities, LLC ("Transferee") 
Its: ~anaging Member, Valiant Idaho, LLC 
Attn: William Haberman, Manager 
310 Charleston Place 
Celebration, FL 34747 
(407) 973-7875 
~
Responsible Charge Operator: 
E3 Consulting 
Attn: Jason Wereley 
900 E Street 
Plummer, ID 83851 
(208) 659-5471 
iasond erele ~aiLcom 
The system will be owned by a single purpose entity, the proposed Transferee, and 
managed under the terms and conditions of a management contract 11vith the 
Responsible Charge Operator, E3 Consulting. Transferee will be responsible for all 
major decisions and financial need while the Responsible Charge Operator will be 
responsible for the day-to-day management and compliance of the system. 
All other requirements for the transfer of Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 are included herewith. 
Transferee hereby acknowledges, accepts and certifies to the information provided with this request. 
TRANSFEREE: 
TIC UTILITIES, LLC 
By: VALV\NT IDAHO, LLC 
Its: Managing Member/ Sole Member 
Bv· William Haberman 






Tax Delinquent Lots 
Wl"<!a<l--llev.LU; 
g} GNP-IC LLC 









Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC is the current permittee ("Permittee") for the Municipal 
Wastewater Reuse Permit #LA-000123-02 for The Idaho Club, originally issued on July 28, 2010. This 
shall serve as the sworn knowledge and consent of Permittee lo the proposed permit transfer request by 
and to Valiant Idaho, LLC from Permittee. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, LLC 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
JULIA C SWETISH 
Notary Public - Arizona 
Maricopa County 
"l'v Co""'m. Expires Sell 3. 201 ~ 
.-l-'7 
/ • day of February, 2017. 










Professional & Reliable 
Zenon Ultra-filtration Membranes 
Membrane Recirculation Pumps 
Jason D. Wereley has been working fn the 
water and wastewater field since 1998. He 
began his career with the Hayden Area Re-
gional Sewer Board Wastewater Treatment 
Plant as an Operator, before Joining a local 
engineering firm coordinating and imple-
menting the start-up of the first two mem-
brane filtration plants in North Idaho for 
Gozzer Ranch and the City of Dover. 
Working to keep the 
environment clean through 
knowledge and experience. 
"Let '.S' work togdher lo ~d the 
job ,lone!" 
jasondwereley@gmail.com 
Phone: 208•659-54 71 





E-3 Consulting offers a wide range 
of services specifically geared to 
address the environmental chal• 
lenges that come with water and 
wastewater systems. 
We are licensed in water treat-
ment, wastewater, collection sys-
tems and land application of waste-
water. 
We can offer solutions to issues 
that often arise with the implemen-
tation or on-going operation of a 
water or wastewater system 
whether you are a small or large 
mLmicipality, or privately owned. 
Certifications 
• Wastewater Operator, 
Treatment - Class Ill 
• Wastewater Operator, 
Collection - Class 11 
• Drinking Water Operator. 
Treatment - Class I 




• System Evaluation 
• Water & Wastewater 
Operations 
.. Collection System Evaluation 
• Land Application 
.. Operational System Design 
.. Operator's Perspective of the 
System 
., Project Management/ 
Supervision 
.. Will work with Engineering 
Firms, Private Owners and 
Elected Officials for Improved 
Operations 
g Water/Wastewater 
• Operator Training 
• Crisis Facility Management and 
Operations 
• Trouble shooting 
.. Contract Operations 
.. Collection System Operations 
.. Record Keeping & Process 
Control 
• Compliance with EPA & DEQ 
Requirements 
" Specializing in Start-Up of 
Membrane Filtration Plants 
3 Services 
• Septic Tank Sealant 
" Pump & Motor Repair 
• Electrical Design, Installation, 
Maintenance and Trouble 
Shooting 
• Process/ Integration & Controls 
Skills and Knowledge 
" Construction Inspection & Observation 
.. Water/Wastewater System Coordination 
• Environmental Compliance 
• Site Disturbance Inspection 
• Water & Wastewater System Design, 
Planning and Operation 
• Wastewater Main Inspection 
• Water/Wastewater Laboratory T es1ing 
" System Efficiency Monitoring 
• System Chlorination & Maintenance 
• Plan Review & Approval 
• Equipment Operation 
• Electrical Trouble-Shooting 
Numerous classes in: 




Confined Space Entry 
Basic Electricity 
Basic Laboratory 
Disinfection of Wastewater and 
Water Systems 
Buraau or occupational Licenses 
o
1 
Department of Self Governing Agencies 
The pen,on named rnia ""'' w, requirements for lie"""'"" and ;,. entil!ed 
J under the lows and rules ot!l1<> Ststeot'Jda!lolo ope,ate"" B{n} 
... 





JASON O WERELEY 
E3 CONSULTING LLC 
P.O.BOX487 
PLUMMER ID 83851 
WWTJ-13344 
Number 
JASON D WERELEY 
P.O. EOX 487 
PLUMMER ID 83851 
01114/2018 
Expires 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses 
Department of Self Governing Agencies 
The parson nemed hes met the rcquinnnents for lit:emi:ure and im: entttied 
under !he laws and rules oft!le 5- ofldah<>to operate as Jlin) 
WASTEWATER COLLECTION OPERATOR 
CLASS II 
JASON D WEREI..EY 
E3 CONSULTING LLC 
P.O.BOX487 
PLUMMER ID 83851 
--/~,JX,..~ 
Tana Cory WWC2-11158 
Chief, B.0.L. Number 
JASON D WERELEY 
P.O. BOX 487 
PLOMMER ID 83851 
01/1412018 
Expires 
Bun,eu ol Oceupiitlonai Li~II •'• ··-- .. 
Department of Self Governing Agencies 
I The pel'$0n named has met the- requirementa: f« UCSU'lSur@ .and ft,;. antitted 












JASON D WERE.LEY 
E3 CONSULTING LLC 
P.O. BOX487 
PLUMMER ID 83851 
WWTLA-13532 
Number 
JASON D WERELEY 
P.O. BOX 487 
PLUMM:ER ID 83851 
01114/2018 
Expires 
Your license must 
be shown on 
demand. 
carry this copy 
display this copy 
► 
01/13/2017 
Your license must 
be shown on 
demand. 
◄ carry this copy 
display this copy 
► 
01/lllt.2017 
Bureau o' Occupat!onal Licenses 
Department of Self Governing Agencies 
The - """'8d IVls mst Ille ,.,qu1te..,nts for 11,,.,neun, ,md ls entiffad 
under if>e ,,.,.,. ar,d rule.$ of Ill• Slll!I, of l!aho to opfflll,I as o("J 
WASTEWATERTREATMENTOPERATOR 
CLASS Ill 
JASON D WEREU:Y 





PLUMMER ID 83851 
WWT3-13344 
Number 
Bureau of Occupational Licenses 
Department of Seif Gcvaming Agerocles 
The f'""""' Ml!1lld has met i!te ~t:. for bnsun,and., ontitlod 
Wlderll><l laws and rules of Ille Stlltll ofldsho to_,.i,, auin) 
WASTI:WATERCOLI.ECTION OPERATOR 
CLASS II 
JASON D WERELEY 
E3 CONSUL TING LLC 
P.O. BOX487 










Your license must 
be shown on 
demand. 
· Bureau of Occupalk,nafUce,- · -· · · 
◄ carry this copy 
display this copy 
► 
01113/2017 
Department of Seif Governing Agencies 
11W _n.,.-mis.,,.ttn........--fcfllc..,,_.,,11;s entlUed u..- lhe laws and rules of Iha Stat,, of ldalu:> l:o op orate as a(nl 





JASON D WERELEY 
E3 CONSUL TING LLC 
P.O. BOX487 





TO: VP, INCORPORATED, and its employees, agents and/or representatives 
( collectively, "VP") 
Attached to this Notice is a Writ c,fAssistance issued by the District Court of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, in favor of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"). 
In conjunction with the Writ of Assistance: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. VP has been ejected and removed from using, holding or detaining the 
Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or associated with the sanitary sewer 
system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, under or appurtenant to the 
Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcel 1 and Parcel 2; and 
2. Possession of the Valiant Parcels and any portion thereof comprising or 
associated with the sanitary sewer system infrastructure and improvements constructed on, 
under or appurtenant to the Valiant Parcels, specifically including Parcef 1 and Paree[ 2, has 
been delivered to Valiant. 
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that Valiant specificaHy reserves its right, at a later date to 
be determined by Valiant, to eject VP, its employees, agents and/or representatives, from alt 
fixtures, appurtenances and improvements associated with the water systems on, under 







Page 1 State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit to Appropriate Water 
NO. 96-09646 
Priority: October 31, 2016 Maximum Diversion Rate: 
Maximum Diversion Volume: 
This is to certify, that VALIANT IDAHO LLC 
310 CHARLESTON PLACE 
CELEBRATION FL 34747 
has applied for a permit to appropriate water from: 
Source: GROUND WATER 





PERIOD OF USE 
01/01 to 12/31 
RA TE OF DIVERSION ANNUAL VOLUME 
1.00 CFS 724.0 AF 
LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION: 
GROUND WATER SE1/4SE1/4 Sec. 36, Twp 58N, Rge 01W, B.M. BONNER County 
GROUND WATER SE1/4SE1/4 Sec. 36, Twp 58N, Rge 01W, 8.M. BONNER County 
GROUND WATER L4 (SW1/4SW1/4) Sec. 31, Twp 58N, Rge 01E, B.M. BONNER County 
CONDITl9N§ OF APPROVAL 
1. Proof of application of water to beneficial use shall be submitted on or before March 01, 2022. 
2. Subject to all prior water rights. 
3. Project construction shall commence within one year from the da,te of permit issuance and shall 
proceed diligently to completion unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the Director of the 
Department of Water Resources that delays wert3 due to circumstances over which the permit 
holder had no controf. 
4. Right holder shall comply with the dri!Ung p~rmit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code and 
applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department 
5. Prior to or in connection with the proof of beneficial use statement to be submitted for municipal 
water use under this right, the right holder shall provide the department with documentation showing 
that the water supply system is being regulated by the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality 
as a public water supply and that it has been issued a public water supply number. 
6. In connection with the proof of beneficial use statement for this permit, the permit holder shafl also 
submit a report with .no less than four (4) years of annual diversion volumes and maximum diversion 
rate data. Submittal of a proof of beneficial use statement without the required report will not be 
accepted by the Department and may result in lapsing or cancellation of the permit. After specific 
notification by the Department, the right holder shall provide to the Department any data used to 
compile the report. 
7. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable measuring 
device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power records to determine the 
amount of water diverted and shall annually report the information to the Department. 
8. Place of use is within the area served by the public water supply system of Valiant Idaho LLC. The 
place of use is generally located within Township 57N and 58N, Range 01W and 01 E. 
EXHIBIT 
7 
Page 2 State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit to Appropriate Water 
NO. 96-09646 
9 A map depicting the place of use boundary for this water right at the time of this approval is attached 
to this document for illustrative purposes. 
10 This right does not grant any right-of-way or easement across the land of another. 
This permit is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-204, Idaho Code. 




Valiant Idaho Lie 
Attachment to Permit to Appropriate Water 
96-9646 
This map depicts the MUNICIPAL place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 
01E 
0 0.35 0.7 
01E 
1.4 Miles 
Point of Diversion 
Water Service Area Boundary 
Townships 
PLS Sections 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
2110 Ironwood Parkway, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 (208) 769-1422 
February 6, 201 7 
Bill Haberman 
Valiant Idaho, LLC 
916 Greenlawn Street 
Celebration, FL 34747 
Subject: Valiant Idaho Proposed Well Site Preliminary Evaluation 
DEQ P&S #13172 
Mr. Haberman, 
Well Site Evaluation 
C, L "Butch" Otter, Governor 
John Tippets, Director 
On Wednesday January 25, 2017 representatives from DEQ met with Mr. Steve Cordes, P.E. to 
review a proposed site for the Valiant Idaho public water system wells. At the time of the 
inspection deep snow covered the proposed area which inhibited our ability to conduct a 
complete well site evaluation. Final approval for the proposed site cannot be granted until such 
time as DEQ can review the natural ground surface free from snow. Please be aware that any 
planning or exploratory drilling activities conducted prior to final approval would be at the 
owner's risk. 
This letter is to confirm that while DEQ cannot approve the proposed site at this time, satellite 
imagery and other resources have been utilized to determine if there are any obvious features 
which would impede Valiant Idaho's ability to use this site as a public water system well lot. 
Setback requirements are identified in ID APA 58.01 .08 "Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water 
Systems Section 900.01 Table 1 - Minimum Distances from a Public Water System Well. There 
were not any features of concern identified while reviewing the available information however 
several features require additional investigation. 
The best estimate placed the well site near 48.3313° N, 116.3938° W. The locations of the 
nearest pressure and gravity sewer lines as well pressure irrigation lines were not identified at the 
time of the site visit. Final sighting of the wells should ensure the appropriate setbacks are met 
for these features. I also requested that Mr. Cordes investigate and provide information 
regarding the source of the material which is piled to the north of the proposed well site and west 
of the parking area. 
Please be aware of the requirement for public drinking water wells to be sited on a well lot 




Valiant Idaho Proposed Well Site Preliminary Evaluation 
February 6, 2017 
Page 2 of2 
must be controlled by a lease or easement which controls all activities on the well lot. The well 
lot must extend a minimum of 50 feet in all directions from both proposed wells. Future 
development of the site will be impacted by the placement of this well lot, Valliant Idaho should 
ensure this restriction fits within their future plans for the site. Those and other requirements for 
well lots are noted in Section 512 of the Rules. 
Prior to commencement of any drilling activities, please contact the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources at (208)762-2800 to determine any well drilling permit requirements. Several other 
items will be required prior to utilization of the wells as a public water system source. These 
will be outlined in the final approval letter for the well site following final on-site review after 
the snow has melted. 






Craig M Borrenpohl, P .E. 
Water Quality Engineer 
craig.borrenpohl@d q.i o.gov 
ec: 










MATT PLAISTED, P.E.; IDEQ 
NECIA MA!ANI, P.E. 
44026 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC; PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM FOR IDAHO CLUB 
FEBRUARY 8, 2017 
WIUAM HABERMAN 
Valiant Idaho, LLC is has acquired ownership of the subdivision/development known as Idaho 
Club as well as key water system appurtenances that serve the Idaho Club. An overview of the 
service area and appurtenances owned by Valiant Idaho, LLC is shown in Figure 1. 
The public water system serving Idaho Club was previously operated by VP, Inc. However, VP, 
Inc. does not have a current contract to continue to supply water to the Idaho Club. 
Valiant Idaho, LLC, intends to become the sole municipal provider of this service area and will 
comply with the requirements to become a public water supply. 
This memo provides an overview of the existing water system and Valiant Idaho, LLC's plan to 
serve it. 
General Description of Existing Water System 
The existing system is served by two groundwater wells. The initial well (Well #1) was drilled in 
1985 and has a capacity of 45 gpm. This well is located on Golden Tee Block 3, Lot 3. The 
second well (Well #2} was drilled in 2000 and has a capacity of 315 gpm. Well #2 is located on 
Golden Tee Block 3, Lot 1. (These wells will likely be retained by VP Inc.) 
The wells pump to the 45,000 gallon tank (refer to the attached map}. The tank maintains 
system pressure in the service area north of Highway 200 when the wells are not pumping. 
There are 2 booster stations on the south side of the highway that operate in series to convey 
water from the north Highway 200 pressure datum to a tank which appears to be 225,000 
gallons on the south side of the highway. A third booster station is located at the 225,000 gallon 
reservoir to directly pressurize the highest water services on the system. 
Valiant Idaho, LLC will has obtained ownership of existing 45,000 gallon and 225,000 gallon 
storage and all booster facilities. It will be necessary for Valiant Idaho, LLC to replace the 
existing well capacity. 
An overview of the existing and proposed facilities which will serve the Idaho Club service area 
is shown in Figure 2. 
Original System Design 
We do not have access to actual demand data for the existing system. After reviewing the 2006 
design engineering report1 for the system, which was prepared by TO Engineers, it appears that 
the system was originally designed to support a total of 600 equivalent dwelling units {EDU's} or 
single family dwellings, based on the following: 
\> 
EXHIBIT 
1 The information presented in the 2008 Report is the best available information. Tue report (minus Appendices) is 
provided in Attachment 1. 
\\wc2014\Projects\B44\44026 Valiant Id Idaho Club\To DEQ\20170208 DEQ Memo Re Public Water System.docx j 9568 g 




a. Average Day Demand {ADD): 429 gpd/EDU 
b. Maximum Day Demand (MOD): i ,255 gpd/EDU 
c. Peak Hour Demand (PHO): 2,807 gpd/EDU (1.95 gpm/EDU) 
2. Source: 
a. Well #1 and #2 have current combined capacity of 360 gpm. 
b. In order to serve 600 EDU's, the original plan required replacement of Well #1 
with an 8" well capable of supplying an additional 330 gpm. 
3. Storage: 
a. 1500 gpm for 2 hours == 180,000 gallons of fire suppression storage 
b. 55,000 gallons of operating storage 
c. Equalization storage of 69,732 gallons 
d. Standby Storage= 3 hours of average day demand (based on 600 EDU's) 
i. Total Required: 237,000 gallons 
Modified Service and Capacity Requirements 
The Idaho Club service area (Figure 1) includes just over 50 active connections. The entire Idaho 
Club water service area currently includes an estimated 350 lots with water service stubs. 
(Thus, Valiant Idaho, LLC intends to develop source capacity for approximately 350 lots.) The 
service area includes some large parcels which may be subdivided in the future by Valiant Idaho, 
LLC. Valiant Idaho, LLC may choose to further subdivide the large parcels; It is unlikely that they 
will ultimately serve up to 600 as originally planned. Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, it is 
assumed that the ultimate buildout with Mure subdivisions will be 510 gpm (85% of the original 
design}. It is noted that the majority of these parcels are single family dwelling units. Thus, for 
purposes of establishing demand, it is assumed that each subdivided parcel represents 1 
equivalent dwelling unit (EDU). 
Following is an analysis provided to reflect current Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water 
Systems and the anticipated growth wrthin the service area. 
1. Demand (same as above}: 
a. ADD: 429 gpd/EDU 
b. MOD: 1,255 gpd/EDU 
c. PHO: 2,807 gpd/EDU (1.95 gpm/EDU) 
Based on the above demand, the following table provides the estimated current active, buildout 
of all existing "stubbed in" parcels and ultimate buifdout with subdivision of large parcels for the 
water service area: 
Tab' 1 D 18 eman dSum 1mary -·-
I ! Buildout of all I Ultimate bulldout with 
I Current Active Existing ("Stubbed : Subdivision of Large 
I Parcels In"} Parcels Parcels j -
Total EDU's I 54 350 I 510 
ADD (gpm) 16 , 104 i 152 
MOD (cmm) 47 l 305 444 
PHO (oom) 105 683 ' 995 
' 
2. Source: 
a. Current standards require sufficient source capacity to provide maximum day 
demand with largest well out of service. 
I 
: 
Table 1 shows that current MOD is estimated at less than 50 gpm, at buildout of the axisting 
parcels, the estimated MDD is 305 gpm. At bUildout of the future parcels, total MOD is 
estimated at 444 gpm. 9569 
I 
M. Plaisted Memo 
02-08-2017 
Page3 
Considering the above, Valiant Idaho, LLC intends to initially construct two wells: 1 sized for 
approximately 300 gpm and the second sized for approximately 150 gpm. Thus, total diversion 
capacity will be approximately 450 gpm. This planned source development provides for the 
following scenarios: 
The total diversion capacity of 450 gprn matches closely with the ultimate buildout of the water 
service area. Development of one well with a large pump and one well with a pump half its size 
allows for the most efficient pumping scenarios. Current demands can largely be served off of 
the single well. The larger pump allows the system to grow to approximately 175 EDU's without 
adding pump capacity as necessary to meet Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems. 
Once the system has i 75 active EDU's, the small pump will be replaced with a 300 gpm pump. 
Additional subdivision beyond the existing 350 EDU's will require a third well equipped with a 
150 gpm pump. The following table provides the anticipated phasing of well capacity for the 
water system: 
Table 2: Anticioated Source Development 
Total EDU's 
Year ! 





' i . . 
54 ' This EDU's 300 150 NIA I 
175 are currently 300 300 ON VFD1 NIA 
350 "stubbed in". 300 300 ON VFD NIA ' 
510 l 2021 300 300 ON VFD 150 
Valiant Idaho, LLC will replace the i50 gpm well pump with a 300 gpm well pump on a variable 
frequency drive (VFD} which will be used to slow the motor in order to reduce the flow from the 
pump. This allows Valiant Idaho, LLC to utilize a portion of the pump capacity in combination 
with Well 1 (within the limit of the water right) during peak hour demand. 
Once Valiant Idaho, LLC assumes ownership of the system, they will monitor production ard 
demand closely and adjust the ultimate pump capacity as required. 
3. Storage: 
a. Current standard requires system to supply Operating Storage, Equalization 
Storage, Standby Storage and Fire Suppression Storage. Following is a 
summary of assumptions for determination of the 
i. Operating Storage = 2 feet {storage between pump on and off) 
ii. Equalization Storage= (150 mins X (Source Capacity- Peak hour 
Demand) = 0 gallons (See Note 1 below.) 
iii. Standby Storage = (8 hours X Average Day Demand) 
iv. Fire Suppression Storage= 180,000 gallons 
The following table provides an analysis of the anticipated storage needs for the water system 
based on current rules, anticipated growth and the planned source capacity. 
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Table 3: Storaae c- --"'.-;: ----~---
i 
j Buildout of ail 
Current Existing Ultimate buildout 
Active ("stubbed in") with Subdivision 
Parcels Parcels of Large Parcels 
Ooeratlng Storage (gallons) 31,117 31,117 31, 1 i7 
Equalization Storage (gallons) - 34,875 81,675 
• Standbv Storage (gallons) 7,007 i 50,050 72,930 
Fire Suppression (gallons) 180,000 180,000 180,000 
I 
Total Storage Required (gallons) 218,124 I 296,042 365,722 
Total Storage Available (gallons) 270,000 270,000 270.000 
Total Storage Deficit (gallons} 51,876 (26,042) (95,722) 
1. Assumes well pumping capacity of 450 gpm is developed. 
2. Assumes use of both the existing 225,000 gallon reservoir and the 45,000 gallon 
reservoir. If 45,000 gallon reservoir is unavailable, it will likely be necessary to add 
storage to replace this and construct it to a capacity of up to 150,000 gallons for future 
buildout. 
3. The standby storage requirement may be eliminated by adding standby power to the 
well sources and booster pump facilities. 
Table 3 indicates that it will be necessary to utilize the 450 gpm source capacity during peak 
hour demand at buildout of the existing "stubbed in" parcels based on current available storage. 
Even with the available source capacity, it is likely that additional storage will have to be 
developed for the system. 
As previously mentioned, once Valiant Idaho, LLC acquires the system, they will closely monitor 
demands to determine the necessity and financial feasibility of developing additional storage. 
Summary 
In summaiy, Valiant Idaho, LLC is seeking to replace the current physical source and water right 
capacity (1 cfs} that has been licensed to serve the existing public water system. This is due to 
the fact that Valiant Idaho, LLC is acquiring key components of the public water system and 
ownership of lands within service area. 
As reflected in the above analysis the instantaneous diversion rate of i cfs is what Valiant Idaho, 
LLC needs (based on current Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems and available 
storage capacity) to serve the existing "stubbed in" lots (approximately 350). 
Valiant Idaho, LLC plans to initially develop two wells with a capacity of 300 gpm and with 
a capacity of 150 gpm. Once there are 175 active EDU's on the water system, the 150 gpm 
pump will be replaced with a 300 gpm pump on a VFD to control pump flow within the total 
anticipated water right diversion limit. 
Considering that we do not have actual demand data, the requested volume limit on the permit 
is based on utilizing full diversion capacity. We propose that the annual volume limit be refined 







Figure 1: Idaho Club Service Area 
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Figure 2: Valiant Idaho, LLC Water System Facilities Serving Idaho Club Service Area 
Attachment 1: 2006 TO Engineering Report 
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